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Preface

During my study, my focus widened from basic landscape design via technical elaboration of spatial 
designs to a more user-based analysis and design approach. At the latest phase of my study, during 
my master Urban Design and Planning at the Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning of the 
Eindhoven University of Technology, the interest and focus to well-founded interventions only got 
stronger. In a time when the type of craftmanship of urbanists is changing, in my opinion design skills 
need to be complemented with new methods, analyses and a more open mind.
  
With this scope and my preceding education, the PhD-study of Robert van Dongen, with the topic 
“Influence of green on public perception” caugth my attention. Develop a system to systimatically 
categorize urban greenscapes could be an interesting, research based graduation study where the 
result is an instrument to make better connections between research, design and users. In the 
spring of 2012 a meeting with PhD-candidate Robert van Dongen took place. After discussing the 
possibilies, I wrote an reserach plan that explained my interest and research aim. After a year of 
hard work, this report is the result. Hopefully, Robert will be able to use the outcomes of my study 
within his PhD-research.

At this place I would like to thank Robert, for all the support and good understandings. Besides 
Robert, I like to thank Aloys Borgers and Johan van Zoest as well for their feedback and hours of 
useful meetings. Furthermore I would like to thank Peter van der Waerden for his assistance with 
setting up the internet survey, and also all participants in the study who ensured that there were data 
to be analysed. Last but not least, I’m very grateful to my friends, family and collegue students who 
sometimes had to suffer when I was having a bad day and they gave me new strength to carry on.

In the end, I am pleased with this report. It is the result of a struggle into ‘researchers land’ 
from someone that is by far too expressive, pragmatic and restive to be a “real resear-
cher”. During the (mostly solitary) process leading to this result I received support from so 
many. For me, it makes that this report is more to me than only my graduation study...  

Paul Winkelmolen, 
august 2013
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Research model

Summary

Green elements of urban greenscapes (green 
configuration, not being designed as recreational 
places, like parks) are physical aspects of our 
environment that may affect our general health 
and well-being. As shown in the conceptual 
model (fig. 0.1), one of these effects is stress 
reduction (arrow number 1). This research is 
focused on creating an instrument for catego-
rizing green elements and their configurations 
in urban greenscapes of a city. With the help 
of this instrument, possible relationships 
between green elements and restoration can 
be investigated. In order to find restorative 
effects of specific green elements, a question-
naire is conducted. Respondents are asked 
to describe the ‘local green’ out of memory 
(2). Next, the relation between the memory 
concerning greenscape and evaluation of urban 
greenscape (3) can be investigated. Finally, 
these steps should help in finding the relation-
ship between evaluation of urban greenscapes 
and stress reduction’ (4). For this research, 
only relationships (2) and (3) of the conceptual 
model are investigated. In addition to these 
two relationships, the relationship between 
‘physical characteristics of urban greenscape’ 
and ‘evaluation of urban greenscape’ (B) is 
analyzed.

Before it is possible to investigate relationships 
(2) and (3), an instrument that makes it pos-
sible to do an inventory of green elements in 
greenscapes is developed. This instrument 
makes it possible for professionals and laymen 
to do an inventory of different kinds of green 
elements present in an urban greenscape. 
Based on literature and research, ten cate-
gories of urban green elements are defined; 
Trees, scrub, shrubs, low vegetation, hedges, 
grass fields, façade green, flowerbeds/flower 
boxes, surface water and front yards. The 
instrument makes it possible to review these 
elements in terms of the amount, size and 
relative size, type of appearance, state of 
maintenance and possible coherence with 
other green elements for every element cate-
gory present at a specific location.   
 
With this instrument, there was done an inven-
tory in four streets in two neighborhoods in 
Eindhoven. This resulted in a dataset containing 
all green elements and their configurations at 
these locations. In addition to the inventory of 
green elements, a neighborhood survey has 
been done to gather data concerning peoples‘ 
memory, perception of locations and their 
green setting. Using an online questionnaire, 

Figure 0.1 - Conceptual model: Purpose of the research
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inhabitants were asked about the perceived 
restorative qualities of a location and their 
opinion about the green setting and green 
elements of that location. This survey provides 
information about ‘Restorative qualities of a 
location’ and people’s perception of green. 

Using the collected data, relationships A, B & 
C shown in figure 0.1 could be analysed. When 
analyzing relationships A, B & C, moderate cor-
relations were found. Looking to relationship 
A (between peoples’ memory and perceived 
restoration), general appreciation of a loca-
tion and general appreciation of green can be 
correlated with perceived restoration. This 
corresponds with literature, where is stated 
that presence of green has a positive influence 
on restoration. Regarding relationship B, there 
cannot be found strong correlations between 
the factual amount of green elements and the 
perceived restoration. So, despite of the fact 
that there is found a correlation between 
‘general appreciation of green’ and perceived 
restoration, no correlation between specific 
green elements and perceived restoration can 
be found. This means that, unexpectedly, there 
cannot be found any evidence for a (strong) 
relationship between the presence of trees 
and perceived restoration. When analyzing 
relationship C (between factual amount of 
green and peoples’ memory) some weak 
correlation can be found between the factual 
amount of trees, shrubs and of low vegetation 
and the estimated amount these elements. 
The results of this survey should have added 
knowledge concerning the restorative effect 
of specific green elements. Unfortunately, the 
results out of the neighborhood survey did not 

point out strong relationships between specific 
green elements and restorative effects.   

The instrument makes it possible to do an 
objective, consistent inventory of greenscapes 
by professionals, scientists and laymen. The 
most important recommendations for further 
research should be to execute the survey with 
a larger number of participants (in total and 
for every single street) and select more street 
segments, including a better description of the 
location and its boundaries.
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Cities grow and more and more people live in the 
city or the suburbs. About 80% of the population in 
most European countries lives in the cities (Antrop, 
2004). Because of the growing cities, in Europe and 
elsewhere, the trend in city planning is towards 
densification (Beatley, 1999) or urban sprawl – 
both leading to the diminishing, fragmentation and 
inefficient use of green space in and around the city. 
This, in spite of the fact that green is an important 
aspect of the quality of life in the city. Natural 
(green) elements have a strong influence on the 
perception of the city and green environments posi-
tively contribute to the quality of life in the urban 
environment. For example, the presence of green 
elements reduces stress and benefits the recovery 
of illness (Berg et. al, 2007). Many studies show 
that health activities and social interaction are sti-
mulated and that there is a restorative effect when 
visiting green environments (Vries, 2010). Not only 
health effects are measured. There are indicators 
that nearby green results in less violence, crime and 
aggression (Kuo, 2003, Kuo & Sullivan, 2001). All 
these aspects are indicators for the ‘positive effect 
that a green environment has on people’.

1.1 Motivation for this research

Whilst an understanding of the multiple functions 
of urban green is reasonably well developed, 
it is not well integrated in the planning, design 
and management process (Yli-Pelkonen, Nie-
mela, 2005). A reliable approach of valuation of 
green spaces is often absent (Tyrvainen, 2001, 
Neilan, 2008) and few instruments exist that 

engage citizens in the evaluation process of 
green space (Kaczynski et al, 2012). Based on 
the missing link between urban planning, citizen 
engagement and the positive effects of green in 
public space (section 2.2), further research is 
needed. For further research of green elements, 
an instrument to systematically, consistently and 
‘relatively easy’ categorize urban greenscapes 
is needed. With this instrument it is possible to 
consistently review multiple green locations and 
investigate possible effects of green elements 
to public health and well-being. Also it makes 
it possible for different types of users to clearly 
communicate about green elements, using the 
same terms. The results of this study will be 
used in a PhD-project investigating the relation 
between people’s general health and well-being 
through restoration on the one hand and their 
exposure to green elements on the other hand. 
In addition to this specific PhD-project, profes-
sionals and scientists can use the system to 
measure ‘green quality’ in a neighborhood for 
design or research purposes. A third group of 
potential users are laymen; average inhabitants 
of a random neighborhood. They could use the 
system to underpin the (lack of) quality of the 
greenscapes in their neighborhood. In all these 
three situations, the instrument makes it more 
easy to communicate about the ‘green’ because 
it gives objective names and measures to the 
green objects. If the instrument is constructed in 
a way that it is ‘relatively easy’ to use, society can 
be included in the participation process. In that 
way researchers, professionals and laymen can 
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use the instrument. A literature study (Chapter 
2) gives a broad overview about the instruments 
that are already there, mostly about more broad 
themes like ‘understanding of green space in 
built environment’ and ‘relations between phy-
sical activity and green’ and also about ‘how to 
develop a community friendly park audit instru-
ment’ and specific articles about ‘tree types and 
tree value’. Additional to these general green 
topics, research is done on the perception and 
‘unique value’ of trees. There is mounting evi-
dence that people respond more positively to 
trees than to other plant types in landscapes 
(Dwyer, Schroeder, Gobster 1991, Misgav 2000) 
and corresponding with that, the principle of the 
‘Savana-hypothesis’ was used in an experiment 
about the ‘Responses to scenes with spreading, 
rounded and conical tree forms’ (Lohr, 2006), 
concluding that people tend to ‘like’ spreading 
tree forms over other shapes. When we look 
at the ‘estimated amenity value of street trees’, 
there are three main methods developed for 
‘calculating’ this (Sarajevs, V., 2011). But when we 
narrow the topic down, there is a lack of litera-
ture concerning specific components (Thwaites, 
2005) and there is little information about which 
green elements have contributed most to the 
positive health effects (Velarde, Fry, Tveit, 2007). 
From this information can be seen that a general 
‘classification-instrument’ for green elements in 
urban environments is missing. There is a lack 
of literature concerning specific components & 
design that contribute to restorative opportuni-
ties in the smaller scale urban green environment 

(Thwaites et al., 2005). This non-presence of a 
simple but plenary ‘classification-instrument’ 
for green elements in urban environments is an 
important gap in literature and combined with 
the missing information about the content and 
design of restorative urban green space (Velarde 
et al., 2007), this is one of the main reasons for this 
research. In general, despite the importance of 
green for the well-being of users of public space, 
there are no assessment instruments with a focus 
on green elements. This was already noticed by 
i.a. Tyrvainen (2001), Thwaites et al. (2005) and 
Neilan (2008). A reliable approach of valuation 
of green space is often absent and there is a lack 
of literature concerning specific components 
that contributes to restorative opportunities in 
urban green space. This has left an important gap 
concerning the specific evaluation and valuation 
of green elements (Velarde et al., 2007).

 
1.2 Research question

At this moment, the field of Urbanism (Urban 
Design and Planning) is changing and it seems 
attention for the perception and quality of the 
public domain is increasing. There is a shifting 
focus from design based, to inquisitive and par-
ticipatory based urban planning (Polis, urbanism 
week 2012, TU Delft). In this public domain, 
urban green is an extremely important aspect. 
In the context of densification, the existing 
relationship between environmental quality, 
high technology and the attraction of know-
ledge workers (James, 2009) becomes more 
an issue than ever before and urban green adds 
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significantly to environmental quality (Kaplan, 
1995, James, 2009, Vemuri 2004, Vemuri et al. 
(2011). An ‘easy to use’ evaluation instrument 
for greenscapes can be an added value to include 
these groups into urban research.   
For good understanding of the research area of 
‘urban greenscapes’, it is important to notice 
the difference between the general terms 
‘urban green’, ‘urban green space’ and ‘urban 
greenscapes’. The following definitions will be 
used: ‘Urban green’ includes all green that can 
be found in the city, ‘Urban green space’ includes 
all parks and other places ‘specially designed for 
recreation’ and the ‘Urban greenscape’ covers 
only the urban green that has no ‘primary func-
tion in terms of recreation or use’ such as grass 
fields, tree lanes or small vegetation groups along 
the street. Like Thwaites et al. (2005) and Neilan 
(2008) already mentioned, reliable approaches 
of valuation of green elements are often absent 
and there is a lack of literature about (valuation 
of) specific green components that contribute to 
restorative opportunities. This leads to the main 
question for this research:

“How to systematically, 
consistently and ‘relatively 
easy’ categorize urban 
greenscapes?

Secondary questions

Objective:  
- What green elements & configurations of green-
scapes are distinguished in urban environments?
- In what way can the instrument and the ‘value 
of element’ be used to upgrade the (design of) 
public space?
 
Subjective:  
- How do people perceive greenscapes? 
- How do people remember the urban green-
scape, compared with what is actually there? 
- What terminology do people generally use to 
describe green elements in certain greenscapes? 

Notes and restrictions

- Only ‘urban greenscapes’ (no parks and ‘designed 
spaces’) will be investigated. 
- ‘Urban greenscape’ covers only the urban green 
that has no ‘primary function in terms of recrea-
tion or use’ such as grass fields, tree lanes or small 
vegetation groups along the street.   
- Most important result is an instrument to 
categorize the presence of urban green elements & 
their configuration.
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1.3 research goal

Main goal is to develop an analysis instru-
ment (standard method) that makes it 
possible to systematically analyze, compare, 
and categorize green elements and configu-
rations in the city.  As can be seen in figure 1.1, 
physical characteristics of the environment, in this 
case the specific green elements of urban green-
scapes, affect our general health and well-being. 
One of these effects is stress reduction (arrow 
number 1), topic of a PhD-research to which this 
project is related to. In order to find effects of 
specific green elements on health, the purpose 
of the research will focus  an instrument to cate-
gorize urban greenscapes, including the question 
‘How do people see the green elements in urban 
greenscapes and how do they describe them’(2). 
To check or predict the results of the ‘percep-
tion of greenscape’, evaluation can be added by 

Figure 1.1 – Conceptual model: Purpose of the research
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a survey using ‘perceived restoration’(3). The 
evaluation of these results is a clear ‘indication’ 
of perception of physical elements that may 
affect our general health and well-being(4). 
 
Structure of the report

In chapter 2 an exploration will be made through 
existing literature. Existing theories and studies 
will be covered to get an insight in the current 
state of knowledge about ‘green effects’ and 
instruments for assessing ‘green’. Based on 
this, chapter 3 will describe the approach and 
construction of the instrument. All aspects of 
the construction process such as location, test 
groups, the questionnaire and the checklist are 
explained in this chapter. The additional perfor-
med survey will be discussed in chapter 4, results 
of this survey will be discussed in chapter 5 and 
in the last chapter, chapter 6, conclusions and 
recommendations can be found (fig. 1.2). Figure 1.2 – Structure of the report

Introduction

Conclusions & Recommendations

Theoretical backbone

Construction of an

objective instrument

Survey: Comparing perception  
of greenscapes with reality

1

2

3

4+5

6
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Figure 2.1 - Proposed research area (dashed green): ‘Urban green scape’ elements that affect the ambiance/perception of an urban area
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Every person has his own perception of public 
space. Depending on cultural background, personal 
characteristics and physical circumstances this per-
ception can eventually result in multiple (positive) 
effects on general health and well-being. The effect 
the environment has on our general health and 
well-being is known from environmental psychology. 
Some short basics out of environmental psychology 
will be introduced in section 2.1.  Many studies 
show that ‘green’ reduces stress and benefits reco-
very from illness. On social aspects it increases 
social interaction and reduces crime. More infor-
mation about the positive effects of green to our 
health and wel-being will be given in section 2.2. 
Related to these positive effects of green in urban 
space, the question could be how to measure these 
effects. General information and a brief review of 
most relevant assessment instruments of (green in) 
public space will be discussed in section 2.3 and 
2.4. Finally, the main goals for this research are 
given. 

2.1 Environmental psychology: How do we 
perceive?

The following section is based on the books 
“Environmental Psychology” written by Gif-
ford (1997) & Bell et al. (1996). The content of 
these two books mainly confirm/complement 
each other, resulting in this ‘combined use’ of 
two sources. As we know, ‘green’ contributes 
(positively) to psychological restoration & well-
being (Ulrich, 1984, Ulrich et al. 1991, Kaplan 
& Kaplan, 1989). This is stated out in figure 

2.1, where the influence of green elements on 
public perception is centered out. The catego-
rization of green elements makes it possible to 
approach ‘green’ as independent variables in the 
(urban) location. This can lead to a more specific 
valuation of these green elements and their ‘psy-
chological effects’. Following, this could lead to 
insight which element adds in what way to the 
measured effects. In the book “Environmental 
Psychology” (Gifford, R., 1987) the influences on 
perception are categorized as ‘personal effects’, 
cultural effects’ and Physical Effects’. Based on 
this, the four kinds of effects in figure 2.1 are 
displayed. In environmental psychology, the 
study most of the time addresses perception of 
the whole, in everyday scenes. These everyday 
scenes are very complex to our brains and are 
sending out indefinite amounts of stimuli. Indi-
viduals receive the signals through their senses; 
sight, hearing, smell, touch and taste. Together 
they form a perception of the whole. A strong 
stimulus may be impounding on the brain, but 
in general the sensory system decides what to 
look for. The senses only record those stimuli 
that are of direct interest for a person at that 
moment, ignoring many others. The ability to 
ignore or “filter out”  information (other stimuli) 
will become less when continuously active. The 
mental capacity to suppress irrelevant infor-
mation will then need to recover ore restorate 
afterwards. In a green environments, the ability 
to restorate is bigger than in non-green environ-
ments. Important is that no single influence, by 
itself, determines what an observer perceives. 
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Combinations of observer and environmental 
characteristics could explain perception. 

Cognition stands for how the received stimuli 
are stored and organized in the brain. The 
information acquired is added to that what is 
already there. When needed a next time, this 
information can be used again. When informa-
tion signals are filtered through perception and 
further filtered through cognitive structures 
of previous experiences a mental image of the 
objective environment is formed.   

“The role of urban green spaces in improving local 
quality, identity and character may be different 
amongst different cultural groups within the same 
city and also amongst individuals.” 

This quote, by James (2009), is based on findings, 
suggesting that closely linked with aesthetic and 
public health aspects of urban green spaces, the 
cultural backgrounds of the communities that 
use public space play a role in perception. Dif-
ferent cultures have different value systems and 
relationships with nature and environment. In 
the following section, there will be given a psy-
chological introduction to both perception and 
the main theory concerning ‘interaction between 
people and environment’. Based on the quote by 
James (2009) and also according to Gifford (1997) 
& Bell et al. (1996), the three ‘main influences’ on 
the way every person perceives the way they do 
are the personal, cultural and physical effects. 

Personal Effects

There are multiple personal characteristics that 
influence difference in perception. Impaired 
sight or hearing produces a restricted or fuzzy 
image of surroundings. Also the ability to esti-
mate distance and general ability to perceive 
are important, regarding personal ‘abilities’ that 
effect the way we perceive. Besides this, prior 
knowledge or the experience with the setting is 
important. If observers are familiar with the set-
ting, they will perceive it different than observers 
that are new with the setting. For instance: the 
‘pleasant factor’. If individuals judge the distance, 
the distance to ‘pleasing objects’ will be less than 
the estimated distance to ‘less pleasing objects’.

Cultural Effects

In society, the individual training in a profession 
seems to acquire a way of seeing that is charac-
teristic of the profession. Valadez (1984) showed 
there were no differences in the perceptions of 
landscape architects and some other groups in 
the quantitative features of backyards (such as 
the number of different plants), but the lands-
cape architect differed significantly in their views 
of the qualitative features, such as how defined 
the landscape was. Suggested is that professional 
education is a key cultural difference in environ-
mental perception. Most important notion in this 
respect is the ‘carpentered world hypothesis’. 
Urban settings, with their high frequency of 
rectangular objects and straight lines, produce 
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different perceptual experiences than uncarpen-
tered settings simple rural places where curved, 
rounded lines characterize the houses and lands-
capes. The more influence people have on the 
setting, the more experience can differ.

 
Physical Effects

The nature of the environmental display itself 
is, of course, an important factor. Whatever our 
background is, we all agree to a number of ‘key 
environments’. For example, a circle of stones 
containing burning wood, in the middle of an 
open place in the woods is a campsite rather 
than a living room. We “connect the dots” in 
form of objects to form a more or less ‘approved 
surrounding’. But how far in this process the phy-
sical aspects are more (or less) important than 
the person-based influence on perception is not 
clear. One point of view can be illustrated by the 

old saying “Beauty is in the eye of the beholder”. 

One of the leading theories concerning ‘perso-
nal perception’ is the ‘Lens model’ of Brunswik 
(1956). It  shows the perception and the repre-
sentative design of psychological experiments. It 
is important to notice the combination of both 
objective (distal) and subjective (proximal) ‘cues’ 
that need to be measured. In figure 2.2, it can be 
seen that there has to be a match between the 
objective and subjective ‘cues’ when “perceiving 
beauty”. In the view of Brunswik, both percei-
ver and environment are important. Brusnwik 
explains that the environment offers a multitude 
of cues and the perceiver must make sense of 
them to function effectively in a setting. Usually, 
only a small number of cues are useful to the per-
ceiver. Different perceptions can be seen when 
people are overwhelmed with cues and have not 
learned yet to sort out the important ones. 

Figure 2.2 – Lens model of Brunswik (1956), as found in “Environmental psychology – principles and practice” by Gifford (1997)
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Interaction between people and their 
surroundings

Since the 1960s, more and more research among 
psychologists for the influence of the environment 
on human behaviour can be found in literature. 
Psychologists realized that individuals acquire 
certain information about the environment and 
act in a certain way because of that setting. This 
is also the basic idea behind the positive effects 
of ‘green’ on our general health and wel-being. 
The research on this aspect of perception was 
the foundation for the information-processing 
approach in cognitive psychology (Bell et al. 
1996). 
The effect of perception results into the fact that 
there can be seen two different environments in 
our daily life. At first, there is the physical ‘con-
crete’ environment and second the environment 
as seen by every individual (the cognitive envi-
ronment, the constructed image of reality in the 
brain).  These two environments and the effect 
on our behaviour, are illustrated in the ‘man-
environment behavioural interface’ by Colledge 
and Stimson (1987).

Figure 2.2 is found in the book Analytical Beha-

vioural Geography bij Golledge & Simson (1987) 
and shows how behaviour of people is influenced 
by the environmental structure and how this 
structure can be influenced by spatial behaviour 
people show. 

This is consistent with figure 1.1, where the 
research area is singled out. The physical envi-
ronment has an effect on people, represented by 
the interface in the diagram. These stimuli are 
being processed by the brain, through perception 
and cognition, and make up a certain attitude. 
This attitude or choice leads to spatial behaviour, 
which takes place and probably fits in the physi-
cal environment. However, when many people 
demonstrate behaviour unconformable with the 
physical environment, this may lead to an adap-
tation of the environmental structure. This can 
be as easy as planting some flowers in communal 
ground because you think it looks nice in front of 
your house, or as large as a municipality redesig-
ning a square that doesn’t have enough room for 
the weekly market that takes place.

Figure 2.3 - Man-Environment Behavioural interface by Golledge and Stimson (1987)
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2.2 Indicators of positive effects of nature 
in urban environments

“Many people think of spending time in con-
tact with nature as being good for their health. 
However, in the spatial planning of residential 
areas, the inclusion of green areas and elements 
to promote public health is no routine. Research 
comparing different types of green space is 
scarce, even more so when it comes to long-
term health effects in, for example, a residential 
setting. Within the Netherlands a positive rela-
tion between the amount of nearby green space 
and human health does exist, but the extent to 
which the amount of green space plays a causal 
role in this relationship is still unclear, and may be 
limited” (De Vries, 2010). 

   Main goal of the research related with this 
literature study is to divide ‘urban greenscape’ 
into multiple elements and with that support 
the research on the influence of individual green 
elements on perception of urban greenscapes. 
Directly related with this is the influence of these 
green elements to health and well-being. This 
section starts with an introduction of the general 
indicators of preference. After this, the following 
paragraphs will give a brief overview of the most 
common positive health effect generated by a 
green environment.

General indicators of preference – compo-
nents of information contents of landscape

The following section again, is based on the com-
bined findings out of the books “Environmental 

psychology” by Gifford (1997) and Bell et al 
(1996). In general usage, complexity tends to be 
used to characterize something with many parts in 
intricate arrangement. Ambiguity of information 
is the ability to express more than one inter-
pretation. Context may play a role in resolving 
ambiguity. The degree of complexity/ambiguity is 
related with the involvement in the environment. 

Coherence  
The degree to which a scene is coherent or has 
organization. The more coherence, the greater 
the preference for the scene. The degree of 
coherence is related to the general understan-
ding of the environment.

Incongruity  
Incongruity is when things don’t match as they 
are expected to or that something is out of 
space (an object that does not match with its 
surroundings). The smaller the incongruity (the 
smaller the divergence between the object and 
it surroundings), the greater the preference.  

Legibility  
The degree of distinctiveness that enables to 
understand and categorize the contents of the 
scene. Concerning Bell et al. (1996), the greater 
the legibility, the greater the preference. The 
degree of legibility is related with the general 
understanding of the environment.
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Mystery  
The degree to which a scene contains hidden 
information so that one is drawn into the scene 
to try to find this information. Following Bell 
et al. (1996), in general the more mystery, the 
greater the preference. The degree of mystery is 
related with the involvement in the environment.

Novelty / surprisingness  
The level of ‘newness’ to the perceiver, or 
otherwise the amount of unexpected elements 
that can be found within the field of sight. The 
greater the amount of ‘novelty’ at the location, 
the greater the preference. 
Coherence and legibility relate to understanding 
of the environment, complexity and mystery 
can be considered aspects of involvement with 
the environment. Also the degree of effort to 
process is important. Coherence and complexity 
require less inference whereas legibility and 
mystery require more cognitive processing. We 
may need only moderate levels of coherence 
and complexity in order to facilitate information 
processing, whereas the more legibility and mys-
tery in a scene, the better in terms of preference 
judgments.

Stress reduction & benefit recovery of 

illness

The text in this section is mainly based on the 
article by Velarde et al. (2007). Natural green 
elements have a strong influence on the per-
ception of the environment and the positive 
health effects that the exposure to these green 
elements have to people received much focus 
in the literature. We know that cities grow and 
more and more people are living in the city or 
the suburbs. Combined with a change in lifestyle, 
society is facing increasing challenges with stress-
related diseases. In this prospect, knowledge 
about the way the (visual) environment affects 
health and well-being can help reduce stress and 
increase restoration. The quest for knowledge 
about the effects of different landscapes and 
landscape elements to health improvement is 
needed to provide new design solutions that 
improve human health. 
The relationships between landscape features 
and health effects have been observed and noti-
ced for a long time, in many different cultures 
and societies. The belief that viewing natural 
green elements can reduce stress and improve 
health dates as far back as the earliest large cities 
in Persia, China and Greece. 

The ‘‘Stress recovery theory’’ by Ulrich (1984, 
1999) and the ‘‘Attention Restoration Theory’’ 
(ART) by Kaplan and Kaplan (1989) underpin 

Characteristics of 
information

Understanding Exploration

Immediate Coherence Complexity
Inferred / Predicted Legibility Mystery

Table 2.1 - Organization of the Kaplan and Kaplan Model of Environmental preference (Kaplan, 1987)
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the findings that green environments in general 
have a stronger positive health effect than urban 
landscapes. ‘ART’ by Kaplan and Kaplan claims 
also that natural landscapes more often provide 
the key factors necessary for restoration. But 
not only Kaplan and Kaplan claim this relation-
ship. Several researchers (for example, Korpela 
and Hartig, 1996) found a correlation between 
these key factors of the theory (fascination, being 
away, extent and compatibility) and measures of 
perceived restorativeness. More about these key 
factors of restoration can be found in section 
2.2.4. Results out of testing the ‘‘Attention Res-
toration Theory’’ have also provided empirical 
support for the approach (for example Kuo et 
al., 1998). Besides the ART, Ulrich (2002) points 
out that viewing natural settings can produce sig-
nificant restoration within less than 5 minutes as 
indicated by positive changes in blood pressure, 
heart rate, muscle tension, and brain activity. So, 
more than once evidence is found supporting 
the idea that green benefits stress reduction and 
improves well-being.

Social Wel-being  - Stimulate social activity 
and interaction

“Many studies show that health activities and 
social interaction are stimulated and that there 
is a restorative effect noticed when visiting green 
environments. Recent studies suggest three prin-
cipal ways that neighbourhood outdoor spaces 
can contribute positively to people’s health and 
quality of life: through support for physical acti-

vity such as walking; through support for mental 
health by offering restorative experiences and 
engagement with the natural environment; and 
through opportunities for positive social inter-
action” (de Vries, 2010). In this research, with 
‘social wellbeing’ is meant its broadest sense to 
capture the positive wellbeing effects of social 
cohesion, integration and inclusion. Based on 
Newton (2007), we can pose that in compari-
son to physical and mental wellbeing, the social 
wellbeing benefits of contact with green space 
have been relatively under-explored. In terms of 
social well-being urban green space contributes 
to social interaction and to bringing people toge-
ther, reduces negative social behaviours such as 
aggression and violence, contributes to a sense 
of place and plays an important role in fostering 
social cohesion and identify. Several studies show 
how ‘green space’ in urban areas stimulate social 
interaction and bring people together (Ward 
Thompson, 2002; Armstrong, 2000; Milligan et 
al, 2004). These studies have been underlining 
that ‘places’ has an equally important role in 
influencing behavior, rather than only people-to-
people. As found by Coley et al (1997) people 
have a preference for areas with trees and the 
presence of trees significantly increased the use 
of public spaces. Studies also point out that the 
presence of more green spaces resulted in more 
face-to-face contacts that reinforced social capi-
tal in the area. Green spaces also contribute to a 
creation of a ‘location specific identity’. This plays 
an important role in fostering social cohesion and 
identity (Henwood, 2003; Frumkin, 2003). 
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Reduce crime and violence  
As can be found in several studies, a green 
environment contributes to the health of the 
biological ecosystem. But, does it contribute to 
the health of the social ecosystem as well? In a 
series of studies, reported by Kuo (2003), tree 
and grass cover were systematically linked to a 
wide range of social ecosystem indicators. These 
indicators included stronger ties among neigh-
bors, greater sense of safety and adjustment, 
more supervision of children in outdoor spaces, 
healthier patterns of children’s play, more use 
of neighborhood common spaces, fewer incivi-
lities, fewer property crimes, and fewer violent 
crimes. The link between a green environment 
and a healthier social ecosystem turns out to be 
surprisingly simple to explain. In residential areas, 
barren, treeless spaces often become “no man’s 
lands,” which discourage resident interaction 
and invite crime. The presence of trees and well-
maintained grass can transform these no man’s 
lands into pleasant, welcoming, well-used spaces. 
Vital, well used neighborhood common spaces 
serve to both strengthen ties among residents 
and deter crime, thereby creating healthier, safer 
neighborhoods. 

Additional to this, a study by Kuo (2001) shows 
that residents that are living in a green surroun-
ding report lower levels of fear, fewer incivilities 
and less aggressive and violent behavior than 
people that live in comparable but ‘no green’ 
environments. Several studies show that the 

greener a building’s surroundings, the fewer 
crimes reported. This applies to both property 
crimes and violent crimes.  

The study notes the link between poverty, 
anxiety and depression. Poor inner-city environ-
ments generate chronic mental fatigue through 
crowding, noise, together with the stresses of 
poverty and single parenting. These symptoms 
are linked with a sense of loss of control over 
one’s life which has been shown to be an impor-
tant dimension of people’s wellbeing. Conclusion 
of Kuo’s study was that chronic mental fatigue is 
more prevalent amongst those living in poverty. 
Inspired by Kaplan’s attention restoration the-
ory, the research demonstrates that nature has 
a healing quality in tackling mental fatigue and 
enhances the ability of individuals to manage 
major life issues.
  Further research shows that interaction 
with green spaces also reduced aggression and 
violence. In one of his articles, Bird (2007) cites 
a number of studies that link mental fatigue with 
aggression and violence: ‘Effort is needed to seek 
alternative ways to deal with a confrontational 
situation. The more tired a person is, the less 
likely they are able to think about alternatives.’ 
(Dodge & Crick, 1990) ‘Mental fatigue is linked to 
irritability which in turn is linked to aggression.’ 
(Warm & Dember, 1986, Coccaro et al, 1997) 
‘Mental fatigue also leads to impulsive behaviour 
and losing control is a key dimensions of violent 
behavior.’ (Kaplan, 1987; Brady et al, 1998).
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Specified effects  
There can be claimed that natural landscapes 
more often provide the key factors necessary for 
restoration. Correlations between key factors of 
the theory (fascination, being away, extent and 
compatibility) and measures of perceived restora-
tiveness have been found by several researchers. 
Velarde et al. (2007). These four characteristics 
of restorative experiences can be described 
as mediators of the relationship between the 
physical environment and restoration. There can 
be assumed that physical components influence 
perceptions of these restorative qualities, which 
in turn influence the perceived likelihood of 
restoration (Nordh et al., 2007). The description 
of the  four main characteristics of restorative 
experiences are mainly based on the article by 
Herzog et al. (2003).

Being away  
Being away refers to settings that call on men-
tal content different from the demands and 
routines in which a person uses the directed 
attention capacity. The idea is that avoiding 
well-worn mental content allows one to avoid 
the use of directed attention required to sup-
port the activation of such content (Kaplan, 
2001). Thus, fatigued directed attention can 
rest. This is the basic rationale for the beneficial 
effects of ‘‘getting away from it all.’’ For many 
people who deal with and think about urban 
contents and concerns, natural settings fulfill 
the requirement of being away (Knopf, 1987). 

Compatibility  
A setting is compatible if there is a good fit 
between what a person wants to do and the 
kinds of activities supported, encouraged, or 
demanded by the setting. This component is 
complex because of its explicit reference to the 
individual’s goals and inclinations which are many 
and can be conceptualized as falling on a conti-
nuum ranging from very general (to move freely, 
to be able to see clearly) to very specific (to get 
gas, to play basketball). Thus, a setting could be 
compatible on one level and incompatible on 
another. One might also have several inclinations 
at roughly the same level, and the setting could 
be compatible for some of them but incompatible 
for others. Nonetheless, despite this complexity, 
natural settings are distinctive for the wide range 
of activities they support that coincide with the 
inclinations of people who visit them.

Extent  
Extent refers to both the degree of order/cohe-
rence and it refers to the scope for exploration 
and involvement in the environment. With these 
two aspects, it should be possible to occupy the 
mind for a period long enough to allow directed 
attention to rest. Such settings are characterized 
as being ‘‘in whole other worlds’’ (Kaplan, 1995). 
These settings engage the mind and support 
extended exploration. A setting that is small in 
physical scale can have extent if it has sufficient 
content and structure to occupy the mind. 
Japanese gardens are an excellent example. 
According to the ‘ART’, natural settings are 
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relatively well endowed with extent (Kaplan & 
Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, 1995).

Fascination   
Fascination refers to ‘an effortless way’ in which 
attention becomes captured; by elements such 
as flora and fauna and by the process of explo-
ration.  Otherwise: A setting that can hold one’s 
attention without effort has fascination. Some 
settings may be so fascinating that they keep 
one’s attention, and in that way leaving little room 
for thinking about other things. Such settings will 
not allow one to achieve the deeper benefits of 
a restorative experience such as reflection on 
important issues. An easier type of fascination, 
characterized by a moderate level of effortless 
attention together with aesthetic beauty, will 
foster a more deeply beneficial restorative expe-
rience. Such a setting is said to have ‘‘soft’’ or 
‘‘quiet’’ fascination (Kaplan, 1995; Kaplan, Kap-
lan, & Ryan, 1998). Natural settings typically have 
the optimal combination of moderate fascination 
and aesthetic beauty. 

Measuring these Specified effects: PRS 
These four main characteristics of restoration can 
be measured with the Perceived Restorativeness 
Scale (Hartig et al., 1996; Hartig et al., 1997).  
This PRS is used to quantify respon-
dents’ perceived restorativeness in 
eacht street, based on their memory.   
 PRS is a multiple choice questionnaire of 

16 statements that can be grouped into subscales 
representing the four components of perceived 
restorativeness, as seen before.

 Each statement is evaluated with a Likert 
scale from 1 (not at all) to 7 (completely). 

Research has shown that PRS is a valid and sensi-
tive method when used for on-site studies, visual 
evaluations of photographs, or when people have 
had to imagine the places under evaluation (e.g. 
Hartig et al., 1996; Hartig et al., 1997; Korpela

& Hartig, 1996).
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2.3 Guidelines for making an assessment 
instrument

As can be found in literature, there is more than 
one way to study and report human perception 
on their environment. In this section, the basic 
guidelines for developing an assessment instru-
ment are given. 

Three main methods of studying environmental 
perception can be described. Most used method 
is verbal reporting. The reports, like question-
naires, interviews and checklists, are useful as a 
reasonably accurate and economical way to study 
environmental perception. But for this type of 
report, the chance to inaccurate reports have to 
be mentioned, for example caused by ‘not paying 
full attention’ or incorrectly note-making or inac-
curately recalling memory.

A second way of reporting is time-sampling. 
Time-sampled reports can be seen as a ‘walk 
through and describe what you see’ act. This 
can for example be useful to check what objects 
are most attractive to look at. Third, a broadly 
accepted method is behaviour-inference, which 
is a way of observing in order to determine 
the actions of people in a certain location 
(Brownson, 2009). Using the questionnaire for 
measuring ‘the perception of citizens’ will result 
in an instrument that makes it possible to engage 
citizens into the ‘analysis-process’. According to 
Kaczynski (2012), this new instrument would be 
‘one of the few’ because at the moment ‘few 
instruments exist that engage citizens in the 
process’.

 As found in an article by Kaczynski et al. (2012), 
the maximum amount of pages for a reliable 
questionnaire is 2-8 pages, that can be completed 
in 15-60 minutes. This is according to the desired 
qualities in a user-friendly instrument and aim for 
the right balance between depth and simplifica-
tion. Besides that, recommended is that there 
are simple question response formats, space for 
subjective comments, and directions within the 
instrument that are easy to follow and require 
minimal training.

Refering to Biner and Kidd (1994), in the article 
of Brownson et al (2009) can be found that a 
questionnaire that is seen as ‘to long’, can have a 
negative effect on the response rate and results. 
According to Kaczynski et al. (2012), it is impor-
tant to select the questionnaire that is as short 
as possible yet measures what is needed for the 
project.

Following Kaczynski et al. (2012) there are some 
main categories, maybe useful as backbone for a 
new assessment instrument. The fact that these 
categories are more or less matching with the 
four categories Bedimo-Rung (2006) used to 
divide an area, makes it more likely to use some 
of these categorization. Following Bedimo-Rung 
(2006), assessing these categories, can be done 
with the extraction into components. Remarka-
ble is that both methods mark the same topics 
but both do not explicitly name maintenance 
as one of the categories. This, despite the topic 
‘maintenance’ is named as one of the key conditi-
ons in the appreciation of the green environment 
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(James 2009, Troy and Gove, 2012).

  More specific to the green elements, 
Nordh, Alalounch and Hartig (2009) make a first 
setup for a division of different ‘green’ compo-
nents (trees, bushes, grass cover, flowers, water 
and other people; comparable with ‘features’ 
out of the report of Kaczynski (2012)). Additi-
onal to this, Nordh, Hartig, Hagerhall, and Fry, 
(2009) add the categories (perception of) safety 
and likelihood. One of the remarks to this setup 
is the component ‘other people’. ‘Other people’ 
is one of the elements that has influence on the 
perception of space, but is not a specific element 
in the category of green and it is no objective 
unit. That should be taken into account when 
elaborating the ‘public analysis instrument’. 
About the qualifying separate green elements, 
Nordh, Hartig, Hagerhall and Fry (2009) make 
a division between ‘small, medium or big’-sized 
elements.

An important issue in valuations used in any 
assessment instrument, is the difference between 
objective and subjective valuations. Where 
objective values are useful when comparing data, 
subjective valuations can give added information. 
That is the main reason why Saelens (2006) splits 
the valuation of a location in elements with coun-
ted results (objective) and ‘qualities’ with rated 
1-5 score (subjective).

2.4 Leading literature concerning ‘valuating 
public green space’

Many articles have been written that describe 
the positive effects on ‘the quality of life’ (often 
indicated by health benefits and improvement 
of general well-being), all generated by urban 
green. In the literature, there are many studies 
describing instruments to value public spaces. 
Mostly about more broad themes like ‘under-
standing of green space in built environment’ and 
‘relations between physical activity and green’ 
and also about ‘how to develop a community 
friendly park audit instrument’ and specified 
articles about ‘tree types and tree value’. In 
this paragraph, six of the recent, “most quoted 
assessments” will be introduced.

Recreation Facility Evaluation Instrument - 
RFET (2004)

The Recreation Facility Evaluation Instrument 
was prepared by the University of South Carolina 
Prevention Research Center (Cavnar et al. 2003) 
for a Special Interest Project funded by the Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Prevention. This 
systematic review with closed-ended questions 
is an audit instrument that results in categorized 
information about the likeliness of a location. 
Reliable and comprehensive measurement of 
condition/maintenance and safety are needed to 
examine inter-related reliability between mainte-
nance and safety. This instrument can be used to 
identify and evaluate Parks, Playgrounds, Sports 
Fields, Aquatic Facilities/Pools, and Recreation 
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Centers. Each park and recreation center can 
be rated with respect to safety, condition, and 
maintenance of the facility. Each park and recre-
ation center can be rated with respect to safety, 
condition, and maintenance of the facility. A 
literature review locating evaluation instruments 
and “industry standards for the evaluation” 
coupled with expert opinions identified the main 
aspects of facilities to be included in the survey. 
The instrument was independently tested at 
three parks to determine its usability and to 
establish criteria for assessing the features of 
recreation facilities. The pilot parks were chosen 
based on similarities to the proposed research 
sites, but located geographically outside of the 
research area. As a result of the pilot testing, 
small changes were made to the instrument. 
The evaluation instrument was developed for 
facilities in a medium-sized county, located in 
the south-eastern United States. The instrument 
takes approximately 20 minutes to complete per 
facility. 

  During the test phase of the instrument, 
27 parks and 8 recreation centers were rated. 
Inter-rater reliability: for condition-related, 
maintenance-related and safety-related items 
there was a reasonable amount of correlation 
(est. 75%). Also the maintenance and safety 
items in the instrument were correlated. First 
conclusion can be that there is seen a relations-
hip between maintenance and safety.

Physical Activity Resource Assessment - 
PARA (2005) 

Main content of this instrument by Lee et al. 
(2005), is the physical activities in a neigh-
bourhood that are often based on the social 
structure. Neighborhood environment factors 
may influence physical activity. The purpose of 
this study was to develop and test a brief instru-
ment to systematically document and describe 
the type, features, amenities, quality, and incivi-
lities of a variety of PA resources. The one-page 
Physical Activity Resource Assessment (PARA) 
instrument was developed to assess all publicly 
available physical activity resources in thirteen 
urban lower incomes, high ethnic minority con-
centration neighborhoods that surrounded public 
housing developments and four higher incomes, 
low ethnic minority concentration comparison 
neighborhoods. Neighborhoods had similar 
population density and connectivity. Trained field 
coders rated 97 physical activity resources 
(including parks, churches, schools, sports faci-
lities, fitness centers, community centers, and 
trails) on location, type, cost, features, amenities, 
quality, and incivilities. Assessments typically 
took about 10 minutes to complete. Housing 
development neighborhoods had a mean of 4.9 
physical activity resources with considerable 
variability in the type of resources available for 
each neighborhood. Comparison neighborhoods 
had a mean of 6 resources. Resources in both 
types of neighborhoods typically had about 2 to 
3 physical activity features and amenities, and 
the quality was usually mediocre to good in both 
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types of neighborhoods. Incivilities at physical 
activity resources in housing development neigh-
borhoods were significantly more common than 
in comparison neighborhoods.

Although physical activity resources were similar 
in number, features and amenities, the overall 
appearance of the resources in housing deve-
lopment neighborhoods was much worse as 
indicated by substantially worse incivilities ratings 
in housing development neighborhoods. The 
more comprehensive assessment, including fea-
tures, amenities and incivilities, provided by the 
PARA may be important to distinguish between 
physical activity resources in lower and higher 
deprivation areas.

Bedimo-Rung Assessment Instrument - 
BRAT (2006) 

The focus of this instrument by Bedimo-Rung 
et al. (2006), is the assessment of parks. But 
the way the assessment is done and the ideas 
behind this research can be used when making 
an urban green assessment instrument. The 
study’s purpose is to describe the development 
and evaluate the reliability (inter-observer agree-
ment) and validity (rater agreement with a gold 
standard) of a direct observation instrument to 
assess park characteristics that may be related to 
physical activity. A direct observation instrument 
of 181 items was developed based on a concep-
tual model consisting of the following domains: 
features, condition, access, aesthetics, and safety. 
Fifteen pairs of observers were trained and sent 

to two parks simultaneously to assess two Target 
Areas each. 

Results: Overall domain reliability was 86.9%, 
and overall geographic area reliability was 
87.5%. Overall domain validity was 78.7% and 
overall geographic area validity was 81.5%. 

Inter-rater reliability and validity were generally 
good, although validity was slightly lower than 
reliability. Objective items showed the highest 
reliability and validity. Items that are time-sensitive 
may need to be measured on multiple occasions, 
while items asking for subjective responses may 
require more supervised practice.

Environmental Assessment of Public Recre-
ation Spaces - EAPRS (2006) 

Concerning Saelens et al. (2006), reliable and 
comprehensive measurement of physical activity 
settings is needed to examine environment-beha-
viour relations.  Surveyed park professionals and 
users identified park and playground elements 
and qualities. Responses guided observational 
instrument development for environmental 
assessment of public recreation spaces. Item 
inter-rater reliability was evaluated following 
observations in 92 parks and playgrounds. Instru-
ment revision and further reliability testing were 
conducted with observations in 21 parks and 20 
playgrounds. 

EAPRS evaluates trail/path, specific use (e.g., pic-
nic), water-related, amenity (e.g., benches), and 
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play elements, and their qualities. Most EAPRS 
items had good/excellent reliability, particularly 
presence/number items. Reliability improved 
from the original (n = 1088 items) to revised 
(n = 646 items) instrument for condition, 
coverage/shade, and openness/visibility items. 
Reliability was especially good for play features, 
but cleanliness items were generally unreliable. 
The EAPRS instrument provides comprehensive 
assessment of parks’ and playgrounds’ physical 
environment, with generally high reliability.

Systematic Audit of Green-space Environ-
ments - SAGE (2007)

Commissioned by the San Gabriel and Lower 
Angeles Rivers and Mountains Conservancy, 
Byrne et al. (2005) developed the SAGE-instru-
ment. An important part of the ‘Green Visions 
Plan’ is an assessment of existing recreational 
open space within the Plan territory. Assessment 
information is critical for a better understanding 
of the current distribution of park, recreation, 
open space, and beach related assets in the 
region. It enables planning for where such assets 
will be most needed in the future. Finally, infor-
mation about site characteristics provides clues 
about the extent to which a given location has 
potential for habitat restoration and watershed 
health projects. The purpose is to conduct web-
based and field audits of urban parks, recreation 
facilities, open spaces, and beaches in metro-
politan Los Angeles. It is vital for auditors to be 
thoroughly familiar with these materials to ensure 

high rates of inter-rater reliability – that is agree-
ment about assessments, amongst and across 
team members. The audit instrument itself bor-
rows from similar instruments designed to assess 
neighborhood bike-paths and urban recreational 
trails, and uses components that have been pro-
ven by both field-testing and rigorous statistical 
analysis and testing. All of these instruments have 
been rigorously tested for inter-rater reliability 
and validity, and have been proven to produce 
consistently valid and reliable data. Parks and 
recreational open space audit process entails 
assessing sites along several key dimensions: 
size, facilities, naturalness, safety, and condition. 
Some of these aspects can be derived from 
remote data sources, such as satellite imagery, 
digital land use and traffic information, and site 
boundary files that allow a precise estimate of 
park size. Other features, however, can only be 
obtained from sources such as web sites that 
offer details about facilities, and via direct obser-
vation through fieldwork. The manual consists of 
basic instructions, detailed auditing instructions, 
and a paper-based audit form that can be used 
to record both web and field audit information. 
The manual also contains information about how 
to use PDAs equipped with an ArcPad electronic 
version of the audit that was specifically develo-
ped for this study.
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Author(s) Target area Participants Aim / Purpose Method

RFET Cavnar et al. 
(2003)

Parks, playgrounds, 
sports fields, aquatic 
facilities, pools, 
recreation centers

Trained field 
coders that are 
known with the 
location

Instrument to 
gather categorized 
information about 
likeliness of location

Systematic review with 
closed-ended questions

PARA Lee et al. 
(2005)

Neighborhoods Trained field 
coders

Brief instrument 
to systematically 
document and 
describe resources 
for physical activity

One page checklist 
for types, features, 
amenities, quality and 
incivilities

BRAT Bedimo-Rung 
et. al (2006)

Parks Trained pairs of 
observers

Direct observation 
instrument 
(paper-and-
pencil assessment 
instrument) to assess 
park characteristics 
related to physical 
activity

It was developed 
through a series of 
meetings with an expert 
panel using the Delphi 
method

EAPRS Saelens et al. 
(2006)

Public recreation 
spaces

Trained field 
coders

Measure physical 
activity settings

Guided observation 
instrument

SAGE Byrne et al. 
(2005)

Open recreational 
space, urban parks, 
beaches

Web-participants 
(layman) & 
Trained field 
coders

Understanding the 
distribution of the 
location, and the 
related assets to 
recreation, open 
space and beach. 
Providing information 
for future 
development.

Combined web-based 
and field audits

CPAT Kaczynski et 
al. (2012

Parks Laymen / citizens User-friendly, quickly 
useful and reliably 
audit instrument.

Multiphased process 
including workshops 
and field testing

Table 2.2 - Overview of reference instruments
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Community Stakeholder Park Audit Instru-
ment - CPAT (2012)

Parks are valuable community resources and 
auditing park environments is important for 
understanding their influence on physical activity 
and health. However, few instruments exist that 
engage citizens in this process. The focus of 
this instrument by Kaczynski et al. (2012) is the 
assessment of parks. But the way the assessment 
is done and the ideas behind this research can 
be used when making an urban green assessment 
instrument. The purpose of this study was to 
develop a user-friendly instrument that would 
enable diverse stakeholders to quickly and reli-
ably audit community parks for their potential to 
promote physical activity. A secondary aim was 
to examine community stakeholders’ reactions 
to the process of developing and using the new 
instrument. The method that was used for this 
study, employed a sequential, multiphase pro-
cess including three workshops and field testing 
to ensure the new instrument was the product 
of input and feedback from a variety of potential 
stakeholders and was psychometrically sound. 
All study stages, including data collection and 
analysis occurred in 2010. The outcome of the 
research is that the recommendations of stake-
holders are combined with reviews of existing 
instruments to create the Community Park Audit 
Instrument (CPAT). The final CPAT contains four 
sections titled Park Information, Access and Sur-
rounding Neighborhood, Park Activity Areas, 
and Park Quality and Safety. Inter-rater analyses 
demonstrated strong reliability for the vast majo-

rity of the items in the instrument. Further, stakeholders 
reported a range of positive reactions resulting from 
their engagement in the project. The CPAT provides 
a reliable and user-friendly means of auditing parks for 
their potential to promote physical activity. Future use 
of the CPAT can facilitate greater engagement of diverse 
groups in evaluating and advocating for improved parks 
and overall healthy community design.
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factors of restoration’ – being away, compatibi-
lity, extent and fascination. These basics together 
with the personal cues and overall aspects of the 
surroundings form the personal, subjective per-
ception. In order to be able to link perception to 
specific elements, an instrument is needed to eva-
luate urban greenscapes. An overview of existing 
tools can be found in section 2.4. Based on these 
existing tools, general guidelines for making an 
assessment instrument can be conducted. Basic 
notes for a questionnaire/checklist like this can 
be found in literature and consider a length of 
2-8 pages corresponding to a duration between 
15-60 minutes. Target time for this new assess-
ment instrument is an acceptable 15-25 minutes. 

The collection of the personal cues concerning 
green elements in urban space cannot be found 
in literature. Combining this, with the lack of 
information about a systematic and ‘easy’ way to 
gather data about specific green objects as stated 
in chapter one, it results in a gap in literature.
This literature study gives input in the develop-
ment of an instrument that forms the answer to 
the following main question:

“How to systematically, consistently and ‘relati-
vely easy’ categorize urban green space?

2.5 Conclusions

As seen in this literature study, environmental 
psychology, basic indicators of preference, gene-
ral and specific effects of green to public health 
and well-being the basics for an environmental 
assessment instrument all together form a broad 
and complex body of knowledge. This know-
legde should be used when making an survey 
that aims at ‘measuring the perception of urban 
greenscape’, as addition to the instrument . 
 
Perception

Environmental perception is mostly a personal 
process where information about the environ-
ment reaches our senses. This information, these 
cues, are processed and stored in the brain. The 
personal, cultural and physical aspects together 
generate the guidelines for processing the envi-
ronmental cues. Personal and cultural aspects can’t 
be excluded or equalized, but present physical 
aspects of an environment could be inventore-
zed equally for making a comparable set of data.  
The human brain however does not only register 
physical aspects, but creates a complete percep-
tion of an environment. The basic structure for the 
perception and valuation of the general (physical) 
setting can be found in the “general preferences 
of the object and the setting” (complexity/
ambiguity, coherence, incongruity, legibility, 
mystery, novelty/surprisingness). These general 
preferences also are closely related to the ‘key 
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Naming green-objects

Develop questions that are 

‘easy to understand’

Do an concistency test

Evaluate test & create ‘endproduct’

As seen in the literature review, quite a lot of 
research is done to green space in the city, but 
on the aspects of the specific green elements and 
design there is a gap in literature.  Aim is to develop 
an instrument to systematically cotegorize urban 
green elements. To be able to answer the research 
question, a multi-phased process involving many 
participants is used to develop an instrument 
to categorize urban greenscapes. The users of 
this instrument could be professionals, scientists 
or laymen. In order to develop an instrument that 
is ‘easy to use’ and reliable, the participants of 
this research should be divers in age, profession 
and level of intellect.The following sections of this 
chapter will discuss the development phases and 
the followed procedure. 

3.1 Experiment design

Main goal of the experiment is to answer the 
research question and with that develop a 
state-of-the-art ‘instrument to systematically, 
consistently and relatively easy categorize green 
elements in urban greenscapes’. This instrument 
provides information about the current state 
of the green elements, their configuration and 
allows comparing different locations. It aims to 
be used to improve (optimize) the ‘perceived 
quality’ and the design of the urban greenscapes 
The instrument is intended to give specific ‘fact 
based’ information. This inventory of the loca-
tion (counting the elements and objectifying their 
configuration) is the purpose of the instrument. 

Because size and number are fixed data, these 
are the aspects that can be used when comparing 
different locations or perceptions. 

In order to develop a instrument that can be 
used by professionals and laymen and in both 
cases leads to a systematically, consistently and 
‘relatively easy’ categorization and evaluation of 
urban green space, the instrument is constructed 
and tested in four different phases.  
First step is to determine what the ‘green cate-
gories’ are according laymen. Based on a series 
of google streetview screenshots, a group of 
people is asked to give this picture an unique 
title and description. Based on these titles and 
description, a categorization in green elements 
can be seen. Second step is creating and testing 
a draft-instrument, based on literature study 
and the questionnaire about ‘public definition of 
green elements in urban setting’. When this draft-
instrument meets the initial conditions, the tool 
will be tested. A small group of people (students) 
will test the instrument and analyze a location, 

fig. 3.1 - Development structure
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using Google maps (because of the winter sea-
son). The most importantly part of the test will 
be the ‘literary clarity’ of the instruments, not the 
actual results of the tested location. Based on the 
first outcomes of the test round, answers can be 
compared in order to see if the results are more 
or less consistent. After this, the instrument will 
be adapted and a short manual will be written. 
If all questions are clear and and a short manual 
is written, then the third step (outside test of 
the instrument) can be conducted. Main impor-
tance then, is to see if the objective parts of the 
instrument can be completed without too much 
trouble. After this small outside test, results and 
comments will be reviewed and the instrument 
will be adapted. After this evaluation the second 
draft-instrument will be tested as last, fourth 
step of the procedure. After this test round, the 
instrument will be edited to a ‘first version public 
analysis instrument’. A complete overview of 
used instruments can be found in the appendix. 
In appendix 1 the list of pictures as used in step 1 
can be found, the final version of this instrument 
can be found in Appendix 2 and in appendix 4 
the pictures of the visited locations can be found. 

3.2 Procedure

Important preconditions based on the litera-
ture study in chapter two are to make the tool 
as brief as possible and use a simple question 
response format to prevent unnecessary inaccu-
rately note-making and answering caused by ‘not 
paying full attention’ or a lack of clarity. Also, the 
maximum length of the tool should not exceed 
8 pages and have a maximum length of ’15-60’ 
minutes. This because of the fact that ‘long ques-
tionnaires’ result in negative response rates. The 
instrument has to be divided in different ‘cate-
gories’ concerning general information and more 
location specific topics. The maintenance aspect 
should not be forgotten. A first division of green 
elements can be based on the articles by Nordh, 
Alalounch and Hartig (2009) and Kaczynski 
(2012) combined with three ‘sizes’. Last remark 
is to divide objective and subjective valuations.

Step 1: “Whats in a name?!” 

Aim is to find out how people refer to green 
elements they see. The participants all are 
master students Urbanism, Technical University, 
Eindhoven (TU/e). Aim is to reach at least 15 
people to participate. Based on pictures from 
Google streetview, a number of people (n=15) 
are asked to define a title and a description for 
each of the 24 pictures. These pictures are care-
fully selected by a landscape architect and they 
all show different types of green (but a lot of 
them differ in content like size, configuration or 
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characteristics normally only seen by specialists). 
The participants receive a paper document with 
24 pictures and a list where they can fill in a uni-
que title and description for each green element 
on the picture. There are three versions, to 
make sure there is a diversity in order. There is 
no further explanation given for this assignment, 
to make sure the results are not influenced by 
foreknowledge. Used pictures are derived from 
Google streetview and the test form is a simple 
paper & pencil questionnaire. The information 
gathered out of this step is used to include com-
monly used terminology for green elements into 
the instrument.

Step 2: “Do you understand?” 

Most importantly aim of this step is to test the 
‘literary clarity’ of the instrument. Again, the 
participants are master students Urban Design 
& Planning, TU/e. For this step there are only 5 
people needed. There is made a first draft-model 
of an instrument. All general preconditions are 
matched and all relevant questions are included.  
The group of master students is asked to fill in 
the first draft-instrument while they are ‘visiting’ 
a random street using Google streetview. If all 
questions are clear and the given answers (given 
on a 1-5 likert scale) are as expected, then the 
answers can be compared in order to see if the 
results are more or less consistent. Besides the 
answers to these questions, drawn maps of the 
locations are compared to look for similarities  
or particularities. Based on the results and 

comments of this small group of participants, 
the ‘readability and usability’ of the instrument 
is improved and a small manual is written to 
guide next users trough the instrument. In order 
to single out all problems, they did not get any 
instructions. The first draft-model of the instru-
ment is handed out to participants that use their 
computer/laptop with Google streetview to 
simulate a green streetlike environment. Then, 
the participants are asked to fill in the short 
paper & pencil questionnaire. Based on the first 
outcomes of the test round, the instrument will 
be adapted and a short manual will be written 
to guide new users into the assessment-process 
to ensure the instrument is used in the most 
beneficial way.

After completing the draft-version, next step is to 
test the instrument in a ‘real environment’. Weather 
conditions during outside test rounds 3 and 4:
During the outside test period (March and April 
2013), weather conditions were not as expected 
when anticipating on the season forecast. During 
the test round 3, the weather was quite nice with 
temperatures around 5-10 degrees and a little bit 
sunny. But during test round 4 (the objective test), 
the weather was snowy and it was freezing cold, 
given the time of year temperatures were way below 
average. Negative effect of this type of weather is 
that ‘nature comes late’, resulting in ‘leaf-less’ 
trees and other vegetation that is leaf-less in stead 
of green. This made it more difficult to fill in the 
(elaborate version of the) instrument.
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Step 3: “Is this it?”

Aim of step three is to test if the instrument 
and the written manual is complete and easy 
to use.This test is the first test with laymen as 
participants. This leads to a mixed, diverse group 
of randomly selected people including bachelor 
students and a diverse group of ‘friends and 
family’, contacted via the study association. 
Target group is at least 15 people.   
The first outside test round will be conducted 
with the use of the improved draft-instrument 
and a written manual (Appendix 2). All parti-
cipants received the improved model of the 
instrument including a manual. They are asked to 
fill in the instrument for a random street in their 
own neighborhood. If they did not understand 
the procedure or any of the questions, they have 
to report this. Results are the evaluation of the 
tool and manual. This feedback makes it possible 
to develop a more user-friendly, “easy to use” 
instrument.

Step 4: Testing the instrument on 
consistency

Aim of step four is to test if the instrument gives 
‘more or less’ consistent results when multiple par-
ticipants test it at the same locations.   
A small group of participants is asked to spend a 
whole day to test the instrument. The 5 partici-
pants all are students of the NHTV (International 
School for Higher Education, Breda) and are 
participating because the can earn study credits 

for participating in the research. The test sites 
all are well chosen (most residential) streets that 
are more or less the same in dimension, but dif-
fer in green configuration. A picture and small 
map of the location can be found in Appendix 4. 
They are chosen in cooperation with an NHTV-
student fullfilling an internship at the municipality 
of Eindhoven. General starting point for selecting 
these sites where the possibility to compare 
some sites, the presence of all kind of green 
elements and (from municipal point of view) the 
necessity to improve those locations. A brief 
overview of these locations: The first location is 
the Generaal Dibbetslaan. This residential main 
street is the first location where the objective 
instrument is tested. Uncertainties showing up 
when evaluating this location can be solved for 
a better evaluation of the other test locations. 
The location is chosen because the street has 
multiple green elements, but is not really com-
plex in configuration. The second location is the 
Vlokhovenseweg. This is an wide, ‘old ribbon’. 
A typical street for older parts of Eindhoven and 
representative for villages as well. The location 
is chosen because it is a common type of street; 
the setting isn’t too complex referring to the 
small amount of green elements. The third street 
to test is the Luxemburglaan, a modern buildings 
in one of the districts of Woensel. The location is 
chosen because it is a more complex situation, to 
test different personal interpretations of dimen-
sions. Next in line is the Grebbeberglaan, a wide 
main road of a mixed neighborhood. The loca-
tion is chosen because there are multiple green 
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elements where it could be hard to estimate 
dimensions.  In the second neighborhood we find 
the fifth street of this step, the Koenraadlaan. It 
is one of the main streets in the ‘Drents Dorpje’ 
with small working class houses. There is less 
green present in the street. The location is cho-
sen because it is also a more commonly known 
type of street. Sixth location is the Gelderland-
plein, the only ‘square’ or court-yard in this step. 
It can be seen as a picturesque and cozy place to 
be. The location is chosen because it is a really 
complex street with multiple types of green 
elements and configurations. Seventh and final 
street is the Kootwijkstraat. This is one of the 
smallest streets in the ‘Drents Dorpje’. Again, 
there can’t be found lots of green elements. The 
location is chosen because it has a really simple 
and monotone configuration. Pictures of these 
locations can be found in Appendix 4.  
Participants all received a short introduction to 
the task including a map of the locations, but they 
don’t know the locations out of experience. All of 
the students evaluate the locations separately, by 
filling in the instrument for each location. For a 
good evaluation of the answers, the participants 
are told to remember the locations and possible 
‘problems’ because these will be evaluated at 
the end of the tests. The test is conducted via a 
short paper & pencil test. Results are compared 
in Microsoft Excel and there is special attention 
for variation in answers.

fig. 3.2 - Generaal Dibbetslaan

fig. 3.3 - Luxemburglaan

fig. 3.4 - Koenraadlaan
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3.3 Results

In this section the results of the conducted 
analyses are reported. First the participants 
are evaluated; afterwards the results out of 
the multiple test-phases are discussed. In the 
first subsection, general characteristics of 
the participants are given. Next, the results 
for each of the tests as well as the setting 
during the test rounds are described.   

Participants

Most of the participants are students that were 
approached to participate in one of the test 
rounds. All testing is done between November 
2012 and April 2013. The desired number of 
participants, for each separate test, has been 
met. Most of the approached students were 
happy to participate and reacted positively on 
the invitation. But because of the defects and 
ambiguity in the draft-instruments, some people 
got unpleased and did not want to not cooperate 
again. All of the participants that started in one 
of the tests, did also complete the test. There 
was no pre-selection for each of the tests, so 
for each of the tests there was a random group 
of (student) participants performing the test. 
All students in test rounds one, two and three 
are students at the department of Built Envi-
ronment TU/e. The students in test round four 
are students of the NHTV, studying Urban plan-
ning. The laymen participating were of different 
ages and backgrounds and recruited via mutual 
acquaintances.

Conclusions out of the development-steps 
In the following section, weather settings and 
results of the conducted analyses are described 
and ordered by test round.  

Step 1: “Whats in a name?!” 

Out of the 29 different selected pictures of 
‘urban greenscapes’, the participants (students 
of the TU/e) came to a general description 
of just five main categories. These are trees 
(three sizes and a special mention for ‘Willow-
trees’), shrubs, scrub, hedges and grass 
vegetation. These categories form the starting 
point for a decent setup of the instrument. 

Step 2: “Do you understand?”

The first draft-instrument was tested with 
Google “street view” and the main purpose was 
to find out how ‘readable and easy to use’ the 
instrument is and related to that which aspects 
of the test should be explained in a manual. The 
overall readability was already seen as ‘decent’, 
but a step-by-step description of the instrument 
could make the instrument easier to use. Also, 
a short introduction was considered useful to 
explain ‘what participants are going to do’. When 
they are prepared for what and why, they can 
focus better on the task. This should lead to 
better results. Because most of the participants 
have Dutch as native langue, the instrument and 
manual were translated to the Dutch language. 
Focusing on a more detailed level, the 1-5 likert-
scaled questions where all provided with a brief 
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explanation (specified “1=bad, 5=good” for 
each question), the page asking for a simplified 
drawing of the location was given a brief intro-
duction and there were added symbols to use. 

Step 3: “Is this it?”

The third test was the first (outside) test of the 
manual. Aim was, to check if the instrument 
was usable for everyone with only the manual 
and no other instructions. Also, possible gaps 
in the instrument (missing elements) could be 
reported.  After the test was evaluated, some 
comments where made several times. For 
example, the manual is way too long and too 
elaborated. The sub-category ‘related to other 
objects’ is not clear enough. The manual overall 
could be shorter (more to the point explaining 
how to use the object-charts), but the category 
‘related to other objects’ needs more explana-
tion. Furthermore, it seems that there were no 
categories/elements missing. But it is important 
to notice that it is possible that the number of 
participants is not big enough to find out all faults 
or the participants adapted their comments to 
the instrument as presented (conformation).   
Other remarks that were made were that there 
was too less space to sketch the situation on 
the ‘sketch page’, and more rows for each of 
the individual objects should be added because 
there could be multiple configurations and sizes 
for each object category. Also, a checkbox ‘not 
applicable’ could be helpful.

Step 4: Testing the instrument on 
consistency

After meeting the participants, they received a 
brief introduction into the procedure. Then, 
the participants visited seven locations in Eind-
hoven by bicycle. The first experience with the 
instrument took about 20 minutes to complete. 
Ongoing, depending on the type of location and 
vegetation present, it took approximate 8-15 
minutes to complete. After completing the tests, 
participants gathers into the university building to 
compare, illustrate and discuss the results. This 
open discussion lead to the following conclusions 
for each of the locations: 

Generaal Dibbetslaan  
After the first experience with the instrument, 
participants agreed that the instrument could be 
used without problems, but it should be clearer 
regarding: 

- Dimensions of the locations   
Length of the street segment to inventorize – was 
given but not taken into account by everyone; 
Width - facade to facade in stead of garden to 
garden

- Inventory of front yards  
After this first test, front yards were left out 
when using the instrument. There is too much 
confusion about how to evaluate them, so this 
could lead to a big inconsistency. Nevertheless, 
front yards are important green elements in the 
street so eventually they shall be included in 
some way.
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Vlokhovenseweg  
The weather changed from dry to snowy when 
we arrived at this location. This weather change, 
resulted in a faster / less accurate working rou-
tine. The existing trees were well inventoried, 
but the amount of shrubs gave a wide variety of 
answers. There was also one house with facade 
planting (Ivy), indicated by two participants 
and left out by three others. This indicates that 
also with respect to facade planting, a different 
approoach maybe required. Present or absent is 
to general, because it could be present at one 
house ore be present at all facades in the street.

Luxemburglaan  
The buildings along this street were typical 
‘drive-in’ houses. Separated, quite closed and 
with a lot of green on their front facade. Along 
the road a tree lane could be seen or 2 rows of 
different sized trees. Together with the fact that 
there was a grass field at one side of the road, 
it was possible that it lead to  a wide range of 
different answers. But when evaluating, the 
results appeared to be coherent. The diversity 
in tree shape and size and the combination with 
the grassfield did not lead to a wide variance in 
responce.

Grebbeberglaan  
The location is a main street, with parking 
along the road, a grass field and a secondary 
road alongside. Besides  the grass field, small 

vegetation and trees is present at the location. 
The results of the inventory indicated that the 
vegetation was seen both as small shrubs and 
low vegetation. This should not be the case in 
order to avoid confusion. The test at this loca-
tion also showed that estimating square meters 
surface is experienced as very difficult. The esti-
mates raged from 600 to 2600 square meters. 

Koenraadlaan  
This street is located at the “Drents Dorpje”, 
along the historic “Philipsdorp”. It appears that 
this street was provided with some new trees. 
These small trees were rated as ‘narrow uptight 
trees’ (T4) and otherwise as ‘regular’ trees 
(T1). This indicates that people may anticipate 
small, young trees to grow into regular trees. 
Discussing this afterwards made clear that some 
participants rated the present tree form and 
some participants tried to destribe the future 
habitus of the tree.

Gelderlandplein  
This square (or actually a green courtyard) has 
a lot of green. There are grass fields, hedges, 
low vegetation and a varity of trees present at 
the location. The setting is somewhat unorgani-
zed  and unclear. Combined with the fact that 
the participants already were completing forms 
for three hours in cold weather, is it not really 
surprising that this resulted in a little less accu-
rate data set. Some participants miscounted the 
amount of trees or just forgot to evaluate the 
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low vegetation, for example. This could indicate 
that they did not their best effort to estimate the 
amount. The high variance in amount (40 to 65) 
also indicates this. In general they underestima-
ted the amount of present vegetation. This could 
be related with the relatively large amounts 
combined with the difficulties participants have 
with estimation of amounts.

Kootwijkstraat  
This street is comparable with the Koenraadlaan, 
referring to the trees. Again, the trees are young 
and narrow and can be divided into two groups: 
Narrow upright trees (T4) or ‘regular’ trees 
like category ‘T1’ – and that the sub-category 
‘too small for the surroundings’. There where 
9 trees present and counted by all participants, 
and ranked in one of the two already mentioned 
categories. Because of the low amount of vege-
tation present (only 9 trees), it wasn’t difficult 
to do an inventory. Despite of the possibility of 
fatigue, the fact that there wasn’t a high diversity 
and the location wasn’t unclear lead to a good 
inventory of present vegetation. The evaluation 
of inventory of this street and the Gelderland-
plein could point out that bigger, unclearer and 
more diverse  location leads to a less consistent 
inventory of green. 

The main conclusion and comments out of this 
fourth step are: 

- At the first test location, the participants did 
not have any questions about ‘how to use the 
instrument’ or about ‘missing elements’. This 
proves that the instrument is (more or less) easy 
to use and complete. 

- The list of choice concerning trees is too ela-
borated, 2 or 3 out of the six trees that could 
be chosen are interchangeable with others. This 
resulted into the fact that some sub-categories 
were taken out of the list of choice. By this, the 
result was a more brief choice of four different 
types of trees: Trees with rounded, spreaded, 
conical and ‘hanging’ form (T1 tm T4). The 
hanging type was added to the most common 
rounded, spreaded and conical forms as a result 
of the outcome of test round one.

- The difference between ‘cultural’ and ‘natural’ 
shrubs and scrub form is not clear. Conclusion is 
that this is more about maintenance, than a real 
different object (The different sub-categories 
‘natural’ and ‘cultural’ in scrub and shrubs are left 
out).
- The size category “small” (<1 mtr / <1.5 mtr) 
for shrubs & scrub are taken out, because it 
interferes with the category “low vegetation”. 
This led to a new page layout were scrub, shrubs 
and low vegetation all together are showed 
in one overall view - leading to more clarity in 
‘categories to choose’.

- Coherent with the cultural/natural discussion 
at the shrubs and scrub-section, the subcategory 
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cultural/natural is left out in Hedges because 
there is no difference in ‘tight’ or ‘loose’ hedges, 
only a difference in maintenance. 

- For grass fields, the two subcategories in ‘cultu-
ral’ are combined as one category (There was no 
visual difference between the two categories).
- The category façade greenery mostly is seen at 
one single house. To see the effect for the whole 
street, a column is added concerning the relative 
size compared to the whole street.

- Because of the unclarity concerning “How 
to deal with front garden”, it is decided to not 
evaluate front gardens separately. Main reason is 
because there is too little common green in all of 
the gardens in one street. In stead of evaluating 
all gardens as separate elements into the diffe-
rent categories of the instrument, one category 
is added where front gardens can be evaluated as 
a total for the whole street.  
All these changes (mostly less choice options) 
should lead to an more consistent instrument.

3.4 Conclusions  
According to the main question, most impor-
tant purpose is to develop an instrument to 
systematically, consistently and ‘relatively 
easy’ categorize urban greenscapes. To be 
able to answer the research question, a literature 
study  is done to review current knowledge and 
instruments (chapter 2), the procedure as des-
cribed in this chapter is followed using four steps. 
Two neighborhoods in the city of Eindhoven are 
used for the data collection. These locations are 
chosen because of their more or less similar cha-
racteristics and variety of green space. Besides 
this, most of the selected streets where sug-
gested by the municipality of Eindhoven. They 
considered these streets as location ‘where 
something has to be done’ to improve street life. 
The design process of the instrument is divided 
in four separate steps, where different groups 
of participants conducted small test rounds in 
several ways.
With the first step, as participants have to assign 
a title to multiple pictures with green elements 
on it, main green categories can be determined. 
The secondary questions “What green elements 
& configurations of greenscapes are distinguished 
in urban environments?” and – “What terminology 
do people generally use to describe green elements 
in certain greenscapes?” can be answered with 
the results of this step, in combination with the 
literature study. This step resulted to ten catego-
ries of urban green elements that are used in the 
instrument; Trees, scrub, shrubs, low vegetation, 
hedges, grass fields, façade green, flowerbeds/
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flower boxes, surface water and front yards.  
After this step, the readability of the questions is 
tested with a first draft instrument. Participants 
try to answer all question for a random street 
in Google Earth and afterwards they review the 
instrument. Step three in the process is to test a 
draft version in a real, outside environment. With 
this, it can be tested if the instrument is ‘easy to 
use’ and complete. Fourth and final step is the 
consistency test with a small group of partici-
pants, all separately evaluating the same streets.

In some cases, the combination of hard measu-
res and subjective ‘feeling for the setting’ can 
be confusing. There could be a sort of similarity 
between two categories in comparison with the 
‘real situation’. These situations are hard to pre-
vent but can be minimalized with instructions and 
examples for the users of the instrument. Future 
users of the tool can make these instructions 
suitable for their specific task/location. But there 
has to be reminded that observing is a subjective 
issue. How we perceive our environment is never 
the same for everyone. To make this process as 
objective as possible, the categories of green ele-
ments should be useful and ‘understandable’ for 
everybody and the instrument is useable at every 
location. Besides the need to define the green 
elements clearly, it is also very important to be 
clear about the boundaries of the setting. What 
has to be included and what should be excluded. 
This should be done with a clear description of 
the boundaries including a small map of the loca-
tion with the boundaries marked on the map. 
 

For the tool, the inclusion of front yards gave 
some difficulties. Unlike trees, shrubs or low 
vegetation the category front yards is a combi-
nation of multiple green elements together. They 
influence the view of the street but they are 
private and these yards as a whole mostly dif-
fer a lot - so it is hard to generalize them. There 
is chosen to include them as separate group 
because there are to much different elements in 
all the front yard to ‘count’ separately. Only the 
percentage of hedged and the amount of yards 
including trees should be counted to sketch a 
general profile of the front yard in the street. 

Besides these content related notes, there also 
should be mentioned that the group of partici-
pants was not as diverse in age, profession and 
level of intellect as was disired. Mainly students 
of the TU/e participated, resulting in a relatively 
young and highly educated group of participants. 
But some general conclusions can be drawn out 
of this group. Most people find it very hard to 
estimate amounts, lengths and square meters.  
The participants should be guided with referen-
ces (like the average size of a car, the width of 
an average street or the dimensions of a soccer 
field). Besides this, the ‘real’ dimensions should 
be compared with their estimations to check 
on validity.  Last important remark is that 
increasing the amount of categories or the 
size of the location, leads to a decrease in 
consistency.  The result of this procedure, the 
(objective) instrument, can be found in  appendix 
2.
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cHaPter 4
comParing PercePtion oF 

greenscaPes witH reality: 

A NEIGHBORHOOD SURVEY
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Physical characteristics / elements 
of urban greenscape

Memory of urban greenscape;
‘How do people describe green’

Stress Reduction

Evaluation of urban greenscape;
‘How do people experience/valuate’3

2 4

1

Perceived restoration 
results on line 
questionnaire

Peoples’ memory: 
perception of greenscapes
    results on line 
    questionnaire

Physical characteristics 
greenscape:
objective inventarisation

Dataset experiment

Dataset experiment: Relationships analysis

Research model

Memory of urban greenscape;
‘How do people describe green’

Physical characteristics / elements 
of urban greenscape

Evaluation of urban greenscape;
‘How do people experience/valuate’

Perceived Restoration

Memory: Estimates & indcated green Fact:  ‘Real green present’

C

A B
(3)

(2)

fig. 4.1 - Graphic view of the three datasets
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The literature review shows that there is quite a 
lot of research done on green space in the city, also 
related to their users. But on the aspects of the 
specific green quality as seen by the users, there 
is a gap in literature. As explained in chapter 3, an 
instrument to systematically make an inventory of 
green objects was developed. As an addition to the 
development of this instrument, a brief neighbor-
hood survey to examines the relationship between 
present green elements and the perception of urban 
green has been conducted. For this survey, a multi-
phased procedure was set up. The following sections 
of this chapter will discuss the survey, including the 
study area, the participants and the results out of 
this neighborhood survey.

4.1 Purpose of the survey

Main goal of this survey is to gather knowledge 
about how people perceive greenscapes in 
order to develop a state-of-the-art ‘public ana-
lysis instrument for urban green space’. This 
additional “perception instrument” will provide 
information about the perceived green qualities 
of the location or design. This instrument in 
combination with the objective instrument can 
be used to improve (optimize) the ‘perceived 
quality’ and the design of the urban green space.  

Three data sets  
Three data sets are gathered (fig 4.1). These data 
sets are related to the conceptual research model 
(fig. 1.1): the results of the survey contributes to 
the main question.

The first set of data extracted out of the survey 
concerns the questions about perception. These 
questions all evaluate participants’ opinion about 
the perceived restorative quality of the location. 
The second set of data concerns questions about 
the amount of green present at the location. 
These estimations give an insight in the perceived 
amount of green. The third set of data is the 
counted ‘real amount’ of green elements present 
at the location.

Relationship with conceptual model  
The three data sets can be related to the concep-
tual research model as presented in fig. 1.1. 
* The perceived restoration is measured with the 
use of “Perceived restoration Scale (PRS)”-questi-
ons (Hartig et al., 1996; Hartig et al., 1997) in the 
online questionnaire. This dataset can be related 
to the box “Evaluation of urban greenscape - 
How people experience urban greenscapes” 
from the conceptual model.   
* The dataset concerning peoples’ memory 
can be related to the box the “memory of 
urban greenscapes - How do people describe 
them” from the conceptual model.   
* The dataset with physical characteristics green-
scapes contains factual amount of green elements 
present at an urban greenscape and refers to the 
box “Physical characteristics of greenscapes” 
from the conceptual model.
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 Tree 
big/small 

Front yards Shrubs/ 
Scrub 

Grass 
field 

1. Mozartlaan (Gestel) 
 

0 (small 
size) 

0 0 0 

2. Schoolstraat (Woensel) 
 

0 0 1 1 

3. Doctor Willem Dreesstraat   
    (Woensel) 
 

0 1 0 1 

4. Covelakker (Woensel) 
   

0 1 1 0 

5. Valeriusstraat (Gestel)  
 

1 (big 
size) 

0 0 1 

6. 1e Franklinstraat (Woensel-zuid) 
 

1 0 1 0 

7. Bennekelstraat (Gestel) 
 

1 1 0 0 

8. van Beethovenlaan (Gestel) 
 

1 1 1 1 

	  

Table 4.1 - Experimental design of “green key elements” in different types of streets. A ‘1’ (one) indicates that this category is present at the location

fig. 4.2 - Eindhoven and the two selected areas: Woensel (North) and Gestel
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4.2 The neighborhood survey 
  
“To evaluate the perception of people, a question-
naire is considered to be one of the best ways to 
measure this.” (Velarde, 2007, Brownson, 2009). 

 
As seen in the ‘man-environment behavioural 
interface’ by Colledge and Stimson (1987) (fig 
2.2.), the effect of perception results into the 
fact that there can be seen two different envi-
ronments in our daily life. At first, there is the 
physical ‘concrete’ environment and second the 
environment as seen by every individual (the 
cognitive environment, the constructed image 
of reality in the brain).  The presence of these 
two environments and the (possible restorative) 
effect on our behaviour is the main starting point 
for this survey. To test the opinion, perception 
and the ‘valuation’ of participants concerning 
urban greenscapes, the questionnaire contains 
questions based on the Perceived Restorative 
Scale (Korpela & Hartig, 1996).  Interesting will 
be the possible relation between the respons to 
statements concerning these key factors (fasci-
nation, being away, extent and compatibility) and 
the presence of green elements. 
Besides the Perceived Restorative Scale (PRS), 
other factors included in the questions are the 
general indicators of preference; complexity, 
coherence, incongruity, legibility, mystery and 
novelty. These basics together with the personal 
cues and overall aspects of the surroundings can 
form the personal opinion about the location. 

Location: Eindhoven

In the context of densification, the existing 
relationship between environmental quality, 
high technology and the attraction of know-
ledge workers (James, 2009) becomes more 
an issue than ever before and urban green adds 
significantly to environmental quality (Kaplan, 
1995, James, 2009, Vemuri 2004, Vemuri et al. 
2011). For convenience the city of Eindhoven 
is chosen to find two neighbourhoods in. Eind-
hoven is one of the cities in the Netherlands 
where a high amount of knowledge workers is 
present and the ambition of this ‘brainport’ is 
to expand. Besides this, because of the Eindho-
ven University of Technology (TU/e) is located 
in Eindhoven, the city is easy to reach.

Neighborhood studies

Based on an experimental design (table 4.1), 
the four main parameters of a street (trees, 
shrubs/scrub, grass fields and front yards) are 
equally divided over the chosen streets (fig. 
4.2-4.10). Because of the diversity in streets, 
there has to be made a decent selection of 
streets. Based on the general objects pointed 
out by laymen (as described in the first step 
in section 3.4, as part of the objective instru-
ment) the main categories are trees, shrubs/
scrub, hedges and grass fields. Based on this 
selection, main elements of streets are cate-
gorized as trees, shrubs/scrub, grass field and 
front yards. The category ‘Hedges’ is left out 
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because hedges are often part of the front yards 
and/ore shrubs. The distribution of these objects 
according to the experimental design is used to 
select the matching streets. Every street in the 
selection has a different composition of the main 
parameters. Small or big trees are present and 
shrubs/scrub, grass fields and front yards all three 
may or may not be present in these streets. 

Selection of streets 

There are some selection criteria for these 
streets, besides the experimental design. This in 
order to narrow down the search area and find a 
‘set of streets’ that leads to an optimized data set 
to use. These criteria are: 

- Comparable street types 

- Similar residential/commercial ratio of buildings

- The combination of urban settings has diversity, 
but sets of two or three locations (streets) are 
comparable 
- Diversity in green setting; all elements from the 
checklist can be ‘checked’ at least once.

- Good accessibility for participants

fig. 4.3 - 1e Franklinstraat (woensel)

fig. 4.4 - Bennekelstraat (Gestel)
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fig. 4.9 - Valeriusstraat (Gestel)fig. 4.6 - Doctor Willem Dreesstraat (Woensel)

fig. 4.10 - Beethovenlaan (Gestel)fig. 4.7 - Mozartlaan (Gestel)

fig. 4.8 - Schoolstraat (Woensel)fig. 4.5 - Covelakker (Woensel)
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Procedure

The online questionnaire consists of three main 
parts and can be found in appendix 6. The first 
part concerns the locations to choose, the 
second part consists of questions considering 
PRS (can be found in appendix 3 based on 
Korpela & Hartig, 1996), perception and pre-
ferences and the third part consists of a list of 
specific green elements that possibly could be 
found in the chosen streets. At the last page, 
participants have to answer some general ques-
tions about age, sex, education and the name of 
the street they live in. Respondents are given 
the following introduction: “We are interested 
in your experience right at this place. To help us 
understand your experience, we have provided 
the following statements for you to respond to. 
Carefully read each statement and indicate how 
much the statement applies to you. All together 
this questionnaire tries to include the perception 
and opinion of individuals concerning the urban 
green scape. In the following sections the test 
phases related to the survey are discussed.

The main reason for using an online questionnaire 
is that people have to fill it when they are at home, 
so they have to use their memory to describe the 
chosen streets. Because of the fact that, in general, 
you could only use this questionnaire when you are 
inside your home – it creates a controlled environ-
ment for taking a test that is trying to do a test of 
memory.

Step 1: Choice of location 

Aim of this step is to find a set of streets that are 
complementary to each other. As seen in table 
4.1 some important elements (trees, shrubs, 
grass fields and front yards) are selected and 
streets were certain combinations are present 
are choosen. Based on this experimental design 
(table 4.1) the locations for performing the 
survey are clear and the questionnaire can be 
developed. 

Step 2: Test of questions  

Aim of this step is to develop a list of questions 
about perception, likeliness and the presence of 
green. This list should be as brief and as clear as 
possible. After completing a draft-list of questi-
ons, a small test round with this list is done to 
check for bugs. To test the questionnaire, a few 
TU/e students (n=5) were asked to evaluate 
the street where they live in. They used the first 
draft of the questionnaire to review their own 
street. With this test the usability of the ques-
tionnaire is evaluated. After this first test, the 
questionnaire is improved and put in an online 
format. Comments are taken into account for a 
further development of the instrument. These 
comments mainly consider user-friendliness and 
literal clarity of the instrument. After this test 
round, some changes were made. After impro-
ving the list of questions based on the test-run, 
the list of questions is transformed to an online 
questionnaire. Some question groups where 
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slightly changed in order to make the on line 
questionnaire more user-friendly.

Step 3: Test online questionnaire 

Aim of this step is to improve the quality of the 
online questionnaire, in order to optimize the 
amount of data for analysis afterwards. Together 
with an software expert and an associate pro-
fessor the format of the online questionnaire is 
developed and optimized for use by laymen. For 
example the maximum length of the questions 
is reduces and the amount of questions on one 
page is diminished. After improving the online 
questionnaire, again some TU/e-students (n=3) 
were asked to evaluate the street where they live 
in by filling in the test. After this online test the 
model is evaluated and some small changes were 
made to improve the use of the instrument. As 
there were no major comments, the question-
naire was considered as ready for use.

Step 4: Application of the questionnaire 

Aim is to gather the needed data for doing the 
data analysis. After reviewing the test results, the 
real survey can be done in the selected streets. 
By means of door-to-door flyers people where 
invited to participate in the survey by filling out 
the online questionnaire. Every selected street 
and part of the surrounding streets will be visi-
ted to recruit respondents. Approximately 900 
flyers are used to approach inhabitants of the 8 
selected and surrounding streets. In each street, 
at least 15% of the inhabitants (n>10) were 
invited personally. The other houses in the street 
received a flyer inviting the inhabitants to partici-
pate in the survey and showing a website-link to 
visit and participate. The minimal number of res-
pondents aimed for was 10 for every street. The 
experimental design contains 8 streets. There-
fore, 80 completed questionnaires are needed. 
Each respondent will be invited to evaluate two 
streets, yielding a total of 160 evaluations. The 

fig. 4.11 - The first part of the online questionnaire has a focus for the ‘best 
known street’ by the participant

fig. 4.12 - Concerning the evaluated streets, multiple questions concerning  
preference and perception are included
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fig. 4.13 - Evaluation of the amount of green elements

inhabitants can be seen as laymen and they are 
asked for a voluntary participation to fill in the 
questionnaire. The cooperation of laymen only 
in this phase of the survey improves the diversity 
in peer group. All of the participants evaluate 
the locations separately, by filling out the ques-
tionnaire for each location. To make the sure all 
communication is clear, the questionnaire was 
presented in Dutch. 

The developed questionnaire is easy to use 
and gathers the required information on clearly 
organized pages (fig 4.11-4.13). This question-
naire can be found in appendix 6. Participants 
are asked to cooperate only if they know two 
ore more of the selected streets.  
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4.3 Conclusions

As an addition to the objective instrument (as 
seen in chapter 3), this neighborhood survey 
tries to include perception and personal emotion 
as described in this chapter. Important purpose 
of this additional part is to find out what the 
effect of green elements is on the perception of 
participant.

For this survey, based on a experimental design 
(table 4.1), the different ‘main green elements’ of 
a street are distributed over 8 streets. It is hard 
to find streets that exactly suit to the desired 
description, but most matching examples could 
be found in two neighborhoods in the city of 
Eindhoven. 

The questionnaire has been tested and impro-
ved. The final version is put online. Inhabitants in 
and around the 8 selected streets are contacted 
and asked to participate by filling in the online 
questionnaire. The most important theory that 
is used concerns perceived restoration (Hartig et 
al., 1996; Hartig et al., 1997). It uses four main 
indicators of restoration; being away, compatibi-
lity, extent and fascination. Besides this, there are 
also questions based on the general indicators 
of preference coherence, incongruity, legibility, 
mystery and novelty, and the more general 
knowhow about perception (section 2.1). Besi-
des the selection of useful streets to conduct the 
survey, the development of  an online question-
naire is also important. This online questionnaire 
creates a controlled environment for doing a 

test of memory. Respondents are recruited by 
a door-to-door walk and flyers inviting inhabi-
tants to participate. Together with the objective 
instrument (chapter 3) this online questionnaire 
is an addition to the already existing methodology 
that tries to evaluate the relationship between 
green elements and perceived restoration and 
preference.
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Gestel  
Street Best  known Less good known 
1e franklinstraat 0 2 
Bennekelstraat 6 7 
Covelakker 0 2 
Doctor W. Dreesstraat 0 3 
Mozartlaan 7 3 
Schoolstraat 0 2 
Valeriusstraat 3 6 
Van Beethovenlaan 15 6 
Total 31 31 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Woensel 
Street Best  known Less good known 
1e franklinstraat 9 2 
Bennekelstraat 0 11 
Covelakker 11 1 
Doctor W. Dreesstraat 8 1 
Mozartlaan 0 1 
Schoolstraat 7 7 
Valeriusstraat 0 8 
Van Beethovenlaan 0 4 
Total 35 35 
	  

Gestel  
Street Best  known Less good known 
1e franklinstraat 0 2 
Bennekelstraat 6 7 
Covelakker 0 2 
Doctor W. Dreesstraat 0 3 
Mozartlaan 7 3 
Schoolstraat 0 2 
Valeriusstraat 3 6 
Van Beethovenlaan 15 6 
Total 31 31 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Woensel  
Street Best  known Less good known 
1e franklinstraat 9 2 
Bennekelstraat 0 11 
Covelakker 11 1 
Doctor W. Dreesstraat 8 1 
Mozartlaan 0 1 
Schoolstraat 7 7 
Valeriusstraat 0 8 
Van Beethovenlaan 0 4 
Total 35 35 
	  

Table 5.2 - Best en less good known street by participants from Woensel

Table 5.1 - Best en less good known street by participants from Gestel
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Cumulative
PercentValid PercentPercentFrequency

Man
Vrouw
Total
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Table 5.3 - Distribution of age groups

Table 5.4 - Distribution of sex
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In this chapter results of the data collection are 
reported. To start, some general characteristics of 
the participants are given. Next, the  three datasets 
are described. These datasets include perceived res-
toration data, people’s memories concerning green 
objects and objective inventory data concerning 
green objects.

 
5.1 Participants

Participants in this study are the inhabitants of 
the two neighborhoods Gestel & Woensel. The 
data collection was conducted between 9 and 
15 May 2013. There was no pre-selection of 
participants, so for each of the tests there was 
a random group of participants filling out the 
questionnaire. An overview of participants living 
street and the streets they ‘scored’ can be found 
in appendix 7. Mostly, the best known street 
is a steet in the near surrounding. The desired 
number of participants could not be matched for 
each street and also not for the total amount of at 
least 80 participants. Of all participants (n=66), 
exactly one-third (n=22) did not complete the 
entire test. Most of these people quit when they 
finished half of the questionnaire.  This could 
be explained because the first part considered 
the street they know best. Because the general 
questions concerning gender, age and educations 
where at the end of the questionnaire, this infor-
mation is only available for the 44 participants 
who completed the test. There where 26 female 
participants that completed the test and 18 male 
participants (table 5.4). Twenty participants are 

born before 1963 (age is 50+) and 24 participants 
are born between 1964 and 1986 (table 5.3). All 
participants were asked which of the streets they 
did know best and which of the streets they knew 
just a little bit. The street that was best known by 
most participants in Gestel was the van Beetho-
venlaan and the Covelakker for Woensel (table 
5.1&5.2). The street that was mostly indicated 
as “know just a little bit” was the Bennekel-
straat for both neighborhoods (table 5.1 & 5.2). 

Fig 5.1 The year of birth for participants who finished the complete test (n=44)
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Physical characteristics / elements 
of urban greenscape

Memory of urban greenscape;
‘How do people describe green’

Stress Reduction

Evaluation of urban greenscape;
‘How do people experience/valuate’

A
C B

3

2 4

1

Research model

fig. 5.2 Conceptual model for analyzing relations between the different datasets
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5.2 Data analysis

Correlation can be used to check whether two 
variables correlate with each other, without 
concluding that there is a causal relationship. The 
correlation coefficient can be either positive or 
negative and between -1 (perfect negative cor-
relation) and +1 (perfect positive correlation). A 
correlation coefficient of 0 means that there is no 
correlation. Pearson correlation is used in the case 
of interval or ratio data; Spearman correlation is 
used if both variables are ordinal, or if one of the 
variables is ordinal and the other interval or ratio. 
In this data analysis, there can be defined three 
different datasets. One dataset is based on an 
inventory with the instrument and two datasets 
are extracted from the online survey (appendix 
6) answered by 66 participants, as described in 
section 5.1. The first dataset contains the answers 
to questions concerning perceived restoration 
(5.2.1), the second dataset (5.2.2) contains ans-
wers concerning participants’ memory of green 
elements and their general appreciation of the 
location and the third dataset concerns the actual 
amount of green elements present at the loca-
tions (5.2.3). In the sections 5.2.1 - 5.2.3 these 
datasets are further explained. Where possible, 
with chronbach alpha there is proven that certain 
questions can be merged together and some 
problems concerning the data will be explained. 
Afterwards, the relationships ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ in 
figure 5.4 will be analyzed. Two of these relations 
can be linked directly to the research model as 
introduced in chapter one (fig. 1.2). Data-analysis 
relationship ‘A’ can be seen as arrow number 3 

in the research model (fig. 5.2) and data-analysis 
relationship ‘C’ can be seen as arrow number 2 
in the conceptual model. Relationship ‘B’ is an 
addition to the conceptual research model and 
analyzes the direct relation between the green 
elements present at a location and perceived 
restoration (evaluation of urban greenscape). 
The relationships between the datasets will be 
tested on correlation and can be based on single 
questions or based on combined statements 
(combinations based on chronbach alpha). 
Explaination of these possible relation-ships can 
be found in section 5.3 - 5.5.
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RELIABILITY
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Reliability

[DataSet1] G:\AFSTUDEREN_SPSS\werkbestanden\SPSS_edit3_Straatgroen_17062013.sa

v

Scale: ALL VARIABLES

%N

Valid

Excluded
a

Total

Cases

100.066

9.16

90.960

Case Processing Summary

a. Listwise deletion based on all 
variables in the procedure.

N of Items

Cronbach’s 
Alpha Based 

on 
Standardized 

Items
Cronbach’s 

Alpha

4.412.391

Reliability Statistics

NStd. DeviationMean

veel afleiding door 
omgeving

er gebeuren veel 
verschillende dingen

het is een onduidelijke 
omgeving

chaotische plek 601.4422.30

601.7722.75

601.8223.37

601.8723.77

Item Statistics
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  /VARIABLES=Eval1_2 Eval1_15

  /SCALE('ALL VARIABLES') ALL

  /MODEL=ALPHA

  /STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE CORR

  /SUMMARY=TOTAL MEANS.
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Statements Chronbach’s 
a lpha 

1&2 0.56 
1&3 -0.41 
1&4 0.04 
2&3 -0.48 
2&4 0.43 
3&4 0.55 
	  

Table 5.7 - Cronbach’s Alpha - Fascination

Table 5.8 - Cronbach’s Alpha - Extent

Table 5.6 - Cronbach’s Alpha - Compatibility

Table 5.5 - Cronbach’s Alpha - Being away

Being away

Fascination

Compatibility

Extent

1) Being here suits my personality 
2) Spending time here gives me a break from my 
day-to-day routine

1) My attention is drawn to many interesting 
things 
2) It is an escape experience 
3) I would like to get to know this place better 
4) I have a sense that I belong here 
5) I want to explore the area 
6) I’d like to spend more time looking at the 
surroundings

1) I could find many ways to enjoy myself in a 
place like this 
2) I have a sense of oneness with this setting 
3) The setting has fascinating qualities 
4) I can do things I like here

1) There is a great deal of distraction 
2) There is too much going on 
3) It is a confusing place 
4) It is chaotic here

< Table 5.8a Correlation between statements related to extent
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5.2.1 Dataset 1 - PRS  
The Perceived Restoration Scale (PRS) is used to 
measure the perceived restorative qualities of a 
location. Based on a likert scale the participants 
had to answer a set of statements. These state-
ments were based on the general characteristics 
of restoration: coherence, being away, compati-
bility and fascination (Hartig et al., 1996). Based 
on the answers to these statements concerning 
being away, fascination, compatibility and extent 
(fig 5.3), there can be concluded which streets 
can be considered as “best place to relax” and 
“worst place to relax”. For three of the four main 
categories (Being away, compatibility, fascination) 
it is possible to combine the answers (variables) 
into one variable (table 5.5 - 5.7 and Appendix 
7). These statements are correlated, as tested 
with Chronbachs Alpha. Only the statements 
corresponding to ‘extent’ have no correlation. 
If the answers corresponding to question 1 and/
or 2 are reversed, again there is no correlation 
found (table 5.8 and Appendix 7). As can be seen 
in table 5.8a, there can not be found any strong 
correlation between two of the questions. 
Cronbach’s Alpha is consistently below 0.6. In 
this case, possible explaination could be that the 
statements can be  interpreted in different ways. 
For example, ‘there is a great deal of distraction’ 
can be seen as a positive aspect but also as a 
negative aspect of a setting.
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aantal 'valid' SD

known Trees Shrubs (m2)
Low vegetation 
(m2)

Hedges 
(m1)

Grass (m2)
Front yards 
(st)

participanten 
(n=)

standaard deviatie

1e Franklinstraat Best (n=8) 12,8 63,8 50,0 1,9 0,0 0,9 8

100 x 22 mtr Less (n=3) 35,3 113,3 346,7 16,7 2,0 3,7 3
24,0 88,5 198,3 9,3 1,0 2,3
14 0 0 35 0 12

Bennekelstraat Best (n=4) 75,0 23,8 26,3 3,0 1,0 5,6 4

(490+210) x 22 mtr Less (n=14) 18,4 31,3 47,7 2,0 0,9 2,2 14
46,7 27,5 37,0 2,5 0,9 3,9
75 400 200 0 0 160 * Kleine hoeveelheid struiken & lage beplanting einde vd straat

Covelakker Best (n=5) 12,0 10,8 35,0 7,6 1,0 1,3 5

267 x 18 mtr Less (n=2) 17,0 23,0 14,0 0,0 1,3 6,7 2

14,5 16,9 24,5 3,8 1,2 4,0
27 400 100 0 0 25

D.W.Dreesstraat Best (n=8) 17,5 32,7 105,7 0,3 1,4 0,3 8

120, 60 mtr Less (n=2) 20,0 7,5 102,0 0,0 1,0 6,5 2
18,8 20,1 103,9 0,1 1,2 3,4
31 750 250 0 4500 17

Mozartlaan Best (n=5) 11,0 1,2 1,8 0,2 0,6 0,4 5

(180+130) x 16 mtr Less (n=4) 42,5 18,0 125,0 1,0 1,5 0,0 4
26,8 9,6 63,4 0,6 1,1 0,2
41 0 0 0 250 6 * Kleine hoeveelheid gras einde vd straat

Schoolstraat Best (n=7) 4,1 4,9 5,6 0,0 0,3 1,1 7

180 x 18 mtr Less (n=9) 10,2 22,7 20,7 0,2 1,0 0,7 9
7,2 13,8 13,1 0,1 0,6 0,9

6 100 0 0 600 0
Valeriusstraat Best (n=3) 4,3 13,3 13,3 0,0 0,3 2,0 3

320 x 60 mtr Less (n=10) 16,6 31,4 31,3 3,5 182,0 1,0 10
10,5 22,4 22,3 1,8 91,2 1,5

7 0 0 0 0 0 * groot grasveld aangrenzend
vBeethovenlaan Meest (n=13) 40,4 47,5 160,5 4,6 155,8 2,7 13

100 x 22 mtr Minst (n=9) 39,8 24,0 81,4 1,9 0,8 1,0 9
40,1 35,8 120,9 3,3 78,3 1,9
85 0 2400 14 4900 58

106

* Estimation of exact numers of green objects was not made obligatory. Because of this, the mean estimated value is largely influence by the '0'-estimation.
* The range of estimated numbers is wide and together with a really high SD this leads to a premature conclusion that there should not be made 'big conclusions' based on these numbers.

!! When evaluating the relationship between real amount of green and personal ‘memory’ concerning green in urban environment 
(estimated amount of green elements) no relevant correlation can be found. The only (coincidental)
 correlation is found between the real amount of trees and the estimated amount: Pearson correlation of .521

Actual present amount

Street Amount of..

average
Actual present amount

average

Actual present amount

average

Actual present amount

average
Actual present amount

average
Actual present amount

average
Actual present amount

average
Actual present amount

average

fully disagree

fully disagree

neutral

neutral

fully agree

fully agree

Table 5.9 - Sample of the overview concerning ‘estimated and counted amount of green in the streets’ (dataset 2 & 3)

Figure 5.4 - Graphic display of reactions to the statemens in the online questionnaire, concering the green 1e franklinstraat (dataset 2)

Figure 5.3 - Graphic display of reactions to the statemens in the online questionnaire, concering the 1e franklinstraat (dataset 1)

9 The location is greener than the surrounding streets  

8 The single green objects form one whole together 

7 The green elements at the location matches the buildings 

6 You can see everything at once at the location 

5 the green objects on the location fit perfectly together 

4 It is possible to oversee the location in one eye 

3 there is a high diversity in green at the location 

2 The location is a really green street 

1 There are many different green objects at the location

16 I can do things I like here 
15 Spending time here gives me a good break from my day-to-day routine 
14 I’d like to spend more time looking at the surroundings  
13 It is chaotic here 
12 I have a sense that I belong here 
11 It is a confusing place 
10 I want to explore the area 
9 There is a great deal of distraction 
8 The setting has fascinating qualities  
7 I have a sense of oneness with this setting 
6 I would like to get to know this place better 
5 It is an escape experience 
4 I could find many ways to enjoy myself in a place like this 
3 There is too much going on 
2 Being here suits my personality 
1 My attention is drawn to many interesting things
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5.2.2 Dataset 2 - People’s memory con-
cerning green 

In the questionnaire, people were asked to esti-
mate the exact amount of green elements in a 
street. In general there can be stated that people 
find it really difficult to estimate numbers and 
square meters of green. Considering the small 
number of respondents for every street and 
the diverging estimates, further analyses seems 
meaningless. The estimated amounts of green 
elements have a wide range; the estimation by 
participants (best/less known) and the average 
of these estimation both do not approach the 
actual amount (table 5.9). The small group of 
respondents, the fact that people find it difficult 
to estimate these amounts and the fact that 
some respondents did not estimate the amounts 
at all (blank answer resulted in a ‘0’-estimation) 
resulted in a wide range of estimations. The 
blank answers sometimes could be filterd out 
(coded as missing values), but sometimes blank 
answers could also mean that they think there 
is no green (answer is ‘0’). In these cases, it is 
not possible to ‘just assume’ that all zeroes are 
missing values. Besides the fact that participants 
find it hard to estimate amounts, an important 
factor in this is the length/size of the street in 
relation to the (estimated) amount of green. 
Besides these estimations of amounts, there 
is also asked to indicate the amount of green 
elements (none, very few, less, avaragy, pretty 
much,  very much; fig 5.5). These indications also 
can be used for a more general evaluation of the 
‘greenness’ of streets. Besides these indications 

of amount, also statements concerning apprecia-
tion of these green elements in general (fig. 5.4) 
belong to this dataset. As presented in table 5.10, 
six statements concerning perception of green 
(fig. 5.4) can be combined using Chronbach 
Alpha. These six statements together (combined 
green statements) can be used as a new variable 
(Cronbach’s Alpha .902). The other statements 
concerning perception did not have a strong 
focus to the green setting and were left out. Also 
two ‘combined general statements’ concerning 
appreciation of a setting can be combined (Cron-
bach’s Alpha .896). 
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Table 5.10 - Six statements concerning ‘green’ (combined green statements) and two general statements (combined general statements) that are correlated and can 
be merged togehter based on Cronbach’s Alpha. 

9. Indicated amount of plantation

8. Indicated amount of facade green

7. Indicated amount of front yards

6. Indicated amount of water

5. Indicated amount of grasfield

4. Indicated amount of hedges

3. Indicated amount of low vegetation

2. Indicated amount of shrubs

1. Indicated amount of trees

Figure 5.5 - Graphic display of indicated amounts of green elements concering 1e franklinstraat (dataset 2)

none

very few

less

average

pretty much

very much

Table 5.10 
 
‘Combined green statement’  N = 61 (5 excluded) Cronbach’s Alpha 
- Many different green elements present at the setting .902 
- It is a really green setting 
- The setting has a high diversity green elements 
- Different green object match perfectly together 
- Green matches with build environment 
- This is a greener setting than surrounding streets 
‘Combined general  statement’  N = 57 (9 excluded) Cronbach’s Alpha 
- General appreciation of the setting .896 
- General appreciation concerning the green elements 
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5.2.3 Dataset 3 - Counted amount of green 
To assess the correctness of the second dataset, 
the actual amount of green elements present 
at each location was counted by one qualitied 
person (Landscape Arcitect). During this inventa-
risation, the instrument as presented in chapter 3 
is used. 

In the following sections 5.3-5.5, the three sets 
of data will be analysed for possible relations. A 
relevant relationship has a correlation > 0.5 with 
significance < 0.05). Section 5.3 describes the 
correlation analysis between dataset 1 (PRS) and 
dataset 2 (People’s memory concerning green). 
Section 5.4 describes the correlation analysis 
between dataset 1 (PRS) and dataset 3 (Counted 
amount of green) and in section 5.5, the descrip-
tion of the correlation analysis  between dataset 2 
(People’s memory concerning green) and dataset 3 
(Counted amount of green) will be given. 
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PR-statement ‘Combined 
green 
statement’ 

‘Combined 
general  
statement’ 

I can do things I like here .692 .327 
Spending time here gives me a good break from my day-
to-day routine 

.705 .171 

I’d like to spend more time looking at the surrounding  .607 .167 
It is chaotic here  -.314 
I have a sense that I belong here .681 .554 
It is a confusing place -.246 -.353 
I want to explore the area .581 .404 
There is a great deal of distraction .636 .216 
The setting has fascinating qualities .708 .779 
I have a sense of oneness with this setting .887 .383 
I would like to get to know this place better .767 .431 
It is an escape experience .857 .344 
I could find many ways to enjoy myself in a place like this .820 .340 
There is too much going on .810 .547 
Being here suits my personality .845 ,558 
My attention is drawn to many interesting things .822 .493 
	  
	  
	  
	  
 
 
 
 
	  

Table 5.11 - ‘Perceived Restoration’-statements and their Spearmans correlation with the two combined statements
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Physical characteristics / elements 
of urban greenscape

Memory of urban greenscape;
‘How do people describe green’

Stress Reduction

Evaluation of urban greenscape;
‘How do people experience/valuate’3

2 4

1

Perceived restoration 
results on line 
questionnaire

Peoples’ memory: 
perception of greenscapes
    results on line 
    questionnaire

Physical characteristics 
greenscape:
objective inventarisation

Dataset experiment

Dataset experiment: Relationships analysis

Research model

Memory of urban greenscape;
‘How do people describe green’

Physical characteristics / elements 
of urban greenscape

Evaluation of urban greenscape;
‘How do people experience/valuate’

Perceived Restoration

Memory: Estimates & indcated green Fact:  ‘Real green present’

C

A B
(3)

(2)

5.3 Evaluation A: Correlation between Per-
ceived restoration and people’s memory 
concerning green

Aim of this section is to discuss the pos-
sible relationships between perceived 
restoration (dataset 1 - PRS) and people’s 
memory concerning green in urban environment 
(dataset 2 - People’s memory concerning green).     
 
As can be seen in table 5.11, most of the 16 Per-
ceived Restoration-statements highly correlate 
with both of the two ‘combined statements’. 
There is correlation between all of the PR-state-
ments and general appreciation and an even higher 
correlation between most of the PR-statements 
and the combined green statements. In combi-
nation with the literature, this is an idication that 
there is a relationship between restoration and 
presence of green. The insignificant correlation 
between ‘it is chaotic here and the combined green 
statement’ is left blank in the table.  
Remarkable is that the ‘combined green state-
ment’ and ‘combined general statement’ do not 

correlate with the combined PR-statements as 
presented in table 5.5-5.8. Also, there can’t be 
found any correlation between the combined PR-
statemens and one of the six single statements 
that are part of the ‘combined green statements’ 
(table 5.10). Furthermore, there can’t be found 
any correlation between the PR-statements and 
the indicated or estimated amounts of green.
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Statement correlated to 
“Amount of low vegetat ion present at the 
locat ion” 

N Sig.  
(2-ta i led) 

Spearman’s Rho  
Corr. Coëf f .  

Being here suits my personality 58 .000 .576 
My attention is drawn to many interesting things 58 .000 .529 
There is a great deal of distraction 58 .000 .508 
I have a sense that I belong here 58 .000 .532 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Statement correlated to 
“I  have a sense that I  belong here” 

N Sig.  
(2-ta i led) 

Spearman’s Rho  
Corr. Coëf f .  

Factual amount of low vegetation vs I have a sense that I 
belong here 

61 .041 .263 

Factual amount of hedges vs I have a sense that I belong 
here 

61 .044 .259 

Factual amount of grasfield vs I have a sense that I belong 
here 

61 .006 .346 

	  
	  
 
	  
Statement correlated to 
“I t  is  a confusing place” 

N Sig.  
(2-ta i led) 

Spearman’s Rho  
Corr. Coëf f .  

Factual amount of low vegetation vs It is a confusing 
place 

60 .015 -.314 

Factual amount of grasfield vs It is a confusing place 60 .010 -.330 
Factual amount of front yards vs It is a confusing place 60 .049 .255 
	  
 
	  
Statement correlated to 
“I t  is  chaot ic here” 

N Sig.  
(2-ta i led) 

Spearman’s Rho  
Corr. Coëf f .  

Factual amount of low vegetation vs it is chaotic here 60 .014 -.315 
Factual amount of hedges vs it is chaotic here 60 .031 -.280 
Factual amount of shrubs vs it is chaotic here 60 .024 .292 
Factual amount of front yards vs it is chaotic here 60 .048 .256 
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Tabel 5.14 - Correlation between the statement “It is chaotic here” & four ‘counted amounts’ of green elements

Tabel 5.13 - Correlation between the statement “It is a confusing place” & three ‘counted amounts’ of green elements

Tabel 5.12 -  Correlation between the statement “I have a sense that I belong here” & three ‘counted amounts’ of green elements
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Physical characteristics / elements 
of urban greenscape

Memory of urban greenscape;
‘How do people describe green’

Stress Reduction

Evaluation of urban greenscape;
‘How do people experience/valuate’3

2 4

1

Perceived restoration 
results on line 
questionnaire

Peoples’ memory: 
perception of greenscapes
    results on line 
    questionnaire

Physical characteristics 
greenscape:
objective inventarisation

Dataset experiment

Dataset experiment: Relationships analysis

Research model

Memory of urban greenscape;
‘How do people describe green’

Physical characteristics / elements 
of urban greenscape

Evaluation of urban greenscape;
‘How do people experience/valuate’

Perceived Restoration

Memory: Estimates & indcated green Fact:  ‘Real green present’

C

A B
(3)

(2)

5.4 Evaluation B: correlation between 
Perceived restoration and ‘factual presence 
of green’

 
 
Aim of this section is to discuss the possible rela-
tionships between the factual amount of green 
elements present in urban environment and the 
answers to the Perceived Restoration-statements.  
 
There can’t be found strong correlations 
between the factual amount of green elements 
and the PR-statements. Some weak correlations 
(Correlation > 0.25 < 0.5 with significance < 
0.05) can be found concerning statements “I have 
a sense that I belong here” (table 5.12). Also for 
the statements “It is a confusing place” and “It is 
chaotic here” can be found some weak (negative) 
correlations (table 5.13, 5.14). When viewing 
these results it could be concluded that low vege-
tation, hedges and grasfield contribute positively 
to a setting but that front yards and shrubs affect 
a setting negatively. Remarkable is that there is 
no sign of possitive effects generated by trees. 
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known Trees (st) Shrubs (m2)
Low vegetation 
(m2)

Hedges 
(m1)

Grass (m2)
Front yards 
(st)

1e Franklinstraat Best (n=8) 12,8 63,8 50,0 1,9 0,0 0,9 Rechte	  straat,	  met	  in	  het	  midden	  bomen/hagen
100 x 22 mtr Less (n=3) 35,3 113,3 346,7 16,7 2,0 3,7

24,0 88,5 198,3 9,3 1,0 2,3

14 0 0 35 0 12
Valeriusstraat Best (n=3) 4,3 13,3 13,3 0,0 0,3 2,0 korte	  straatje	  met	  uitzicht	  over	  grasveld

60.. mtr Less (n=10) 16,6 31,4 31,3 3,5 182,0 1,0
10,5 22,4 22,3 1,8 91,2 1,5

7 0 0 0 0 0
Bennekelstraat Best (n=4) 75,0 23,8 26,3 3,0 1,0 5,6 lange	  rechte	  straat	  met	  één	  knik

(490+210) x 22 mtr Less (n=14) 18,4 31,3 47,7 2,0 0,9 2,2
46,7 27,5 37,0 2,5 0,9 3,9

75 400 200 0 0 160
vBeethovenlaan Best (n=13) 40,4 47,5 160,5 4,6 155,8 2,7 breed	  profiel	  waarin	  'parkachtige	  ruimte'	  

320 x 60 mtr Less (n=9) 39,8 24,0 81,4 1,9 0,8 1,0 de	  ruimte	  tussen	  de	  woningen/wegen	  vult
40,1 35,8 120,9 3,3 78,3 1,9

85 0 2400 14 4900 58

Street Amount of..

average

Factual amount of..

average

Factual amount of..

average

Factual amount of..

average

Factual amount of..

	  
	  
	  
Statement correlated to the indicated amount 
of … 
 

N Sig.  
(2-ta i led) 

Pearson  
Corr. Coëf f .  

Factual amount of trees 58 .001 .422 
Factual amount of shrubs 58 .038 .273 
Factual amount of low vegetation 58 .038 .273 
Factual amount of grasfield 58 .000 .785 
	  
	  
	  
	  

Tabel 5.15 - Correlation between the indicated amount and the real amount of trees, shurbs, low vegetation and grasfield

Table 5.16 - The two shortest streets (1e Franklinstraat & Valeriusstraat) and the two longest streets (Bennekelstraat & van Beethovenlaan)
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Physical characteristics / elements 
of urban greenscape

Memory of urban greenscape;
‘How do people describe green’

Stress Reduction

Evaluation of urban greenscape;
‘How do people experience/valuate’3

2 4

1

Perceived restoration 
results on line 
questionnaire

Peoples’ memory: 
perception of greenscapes
    results on line 
    questionnaire

Physical characteristics 
greenscape:
objective inventarisation

Dataset experiment

Dataset experiment: Relationships analysis

Research model

Memory of urban greenscape;
‘How do people describe green’

Physical characteristics / elements 
of urban greenscape

Evaluation of urban greenscape;
‘How do people experience/valuate’

Perceived Restoration

Memory: Estimates & indcated green Fact:  ‘Real green present’

C

A B
(3)

(2)

5.5 Evaluation C: Correlation between 
people’s memory concerning green and 
‘factual presence of green’ 

Aim of this section is to discuss the possible rela-
tionships between the factual amount of green 
elements present in urban environment and the 
estimated amount of green elements.

There can’t be found correlations between the 
factual amount of green elements and the esti-
mated amount. Again, participants seem to have 
difficulties with estimating amounts. But when 
using the indicated amounts, some correlations 
can be found. These amounts are indicated in 
terms of ‘very few - very much’. The only strong 
correlation can be found between the real 
amount of grasfield and the estimated amount 
of grasfield (table 5.15). Some weak correlations 
can be found between the indicated amount of 
trees, shurbs and low vegetation related to the 
factual present amount of these elements (table 
5.15). For the other categories no correlation 
could be found.
Besides these correlation it is tested whether 
there is a relation between the estimation of 

participants and the length of streets. The hypo-
thesis is that “how longer a street is, the harder 
participants find it to estimate amounts”.  
The two shortest streets and two longest 
streets are used for this hypothesis (table 5.16). 
As can be seen in the table, there seems to 
be no relation. The combination of unclear 
boundaries, questions that are not answered 
correctly and a low response rate may be 
the cause of these unclear results.  
For example, adjacent to the Valeriusstraat a 
grasfield can be found. This is not a part of the Vale-
riusstraat but some people included this grasfield, 
resulting in high amount of grasfield, and vegetation 
that can’t be found at the location.   
Furthermore, the analysis of the combined green 
statement and the combined general statement 
(table 5.10) in relation with factual amounts of 
green led to no correlations or other significant 
results.
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5.6 Conclusions

Together with the objective instrument (chapter 
3), the neighborhood survey (using an online 
questionnaire) is an addition to the already 
existing methodology that tries to evaluate the 
relationship between green elements and per-
ceived restoration and preference. Two of the 
three relationships between the datasets can be 
related to the conceptual research model (fig. 
1.1). Relationship A “Correlation between peo-
ple’s memory concerning green and perceived 
restoration can be seen as arrow number three 
in the research model and relationship C “Cor-
relation between people’s memory concerning 
green and ‘factual presence of green“ can be 
seen as arrow number two in the research 
model. As shown in fig. 5.4, arrow ‘B’ is a missing 
link in the conceptual model between the green 
elements present at a location and perceived 
restoration. Conclusions from these correla-
tion analyses can be related to the research 
model and with that contribute to (partly) 
answering the research question.   
Analysis was done with Spearman rank cor-
relation. There were indications are analysed, 
Spearman rank is used. Also Chronbach’s Apha 
is used to test internal correlation within a group 
(for example: 4 statements related to ‘being 
away’). Between the “Perceived Restoration 
Scale”-stamements and “combined green state-
ments” and “Combined general statements”, 
multiple correlations were found. These corre-
lations are more or less ‘obvious’. This is stated 

already in the literature and it could be another 
example of the fact that green elements positively 
influence perception. Unfortunately, few state-
ments concerning specific green elements can be 
linked with these general statements concerning 
likeliness or preference. The only specific green 
element that can be correlated multiple times 
with statements is the element  “low vegeta-
tion”. This could mean that “low vegetation” has 
a significant influence on perception. Based on 
literature, we could expect this from “trees”, but 
this relation could not be shown. A hypothesis 
that was made is that there could be expected 
that the larger the location, the less acurate the 
estimations are. But when comparing results, no 
relevant differences could be found.   
 
The secondary question “How do people per-
ceive greenscapes?” can be partly answered 
with the results of this analysis. It can be seen 
that in general, green has a positive influence 
on perception of a location. But it is hard to 
generalize the result of the neighborhood survey 
in order to answer this question.   
Another secondary question “How do people 
remember the urban greenscape, compared with 
what is actually there?” can be answered only 
in general. There can be seen that people find 
it very hard to estimate size and square meters 
and do not remember exact amounts of green 
elements. Unfortunately, possibly due the small 
number of respondents, it cannot be concluded 
that respondents were able to assess the number 
or size of existing green elements.  
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There are a couple of major aspects that nega-
tively influenced the results of this data analysis. 
One of the biggest improvements can be made 
concerning the group size of participants. Besi-
des this, another aspect could be improved. The 
‘statistically’ needed street types could not be 
found completely. This is not a big problem but it 
could lead to a less optimal distribution of present 
green elements, something that could influence 
the final outcome of results. Combined with the 
fact that the boundaries of the locations were 
not completely clear for all participants, this led 
to an evaluation of green that did not match the 
expectations (for example, some people inclu-
ded a grass field adjacent to the street and some 
others excluded this). Last two remark are that 
some answers were different than expected and 
the estimated amounts of green were very divers. 
This could indicate that some questions were not 
clear enough and people find it very hard to esti-
mate amounts of elements and square meters. 
Most important recommendation is improving 
the amount of participants that complete the 
questionnaire (at least 10 participants for every 
street). Besides recruiting more participants, it 
is important to improve the questionnaire with 
even more clearly stated questions, combined 
with clear boundaries of the locations.
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In this chapter conclusions will be drawn, 
and an answer will be given to the research 
question. Besides the conclusions, recommendati-
ons for further research are provided.  
 
6.1 Conclusions
The research is about the development of an 
instrument for a systematic, consistent and ‘rela-
tively easy’ way of categorizing green elements 
of urban greenscapes (green configurations not 
designed for recreation, like parks) in cities. The 
literature study shows that there are several 
aspects that possibly influence the perception 
of public space. These aspects can be charac-
teristics of the individual or  the environment, 
but the combination of these two leads to the 
way the environment is perceived. Professionals, 
scientists and laymen can use the instrument in 
order to improve communication about green 
elements in public space by using the same 
terms concerning green elements. The instru-
ment makes it possible to make inventories of 
green elements in terms of the amount, size and 
relative size, type of appearance, state of main-
tenance and possible visual coherence with other 
green elements at a location. Additional to this 
instrument, a survey is conducted to measure 
peoples’ memory and perceived restoration 
concerning urban greenscapes in order to relate 
these effects to the categorized green elements. 
The hypothesis for this survey was that there is 
a correlation between perceived restoration and 
(the amount of) green elements at a location. 
The interaction between the green elements at 

a location and the effects these elements have 
on perception are the main reason for the con-
ducted neighborhood survey, in relation to the 
developed instrument. This instrument is used to 
do an inventory of the present green elements 
and the survey makes it possible to relate per-
ceived restoration and general appreciation of a 
location to these green elements. This leads to 
the following research question:   
 
“How to systematically, consistently 
and ‘relatively easy’ categorize urban 
greenscapes?
 
Development of an instrument  
In order to answer this research question, an 
instrument is developed. With this instrument, 
professionals and laymen are able to do an 
inventory of different kinds of green elements 
present in an urban greenscape.   
By doing literature research and conducting a 
questionnaire, basic green categories for the 
instrument were found. This led to ten categories 
of urban green elements; Trees, scrub, shrubs, 
low vegetation, hedges, grass fields, façade 
green, flowerbeds/flower boxes, surface water 
and front yards. With this result, the secondary 
questions “What green elements & configura-
tions of greenscapes are distinguished in urban 
environments?” and “What terminology do peo-
ple generally use to describe green elements in 
certain greenscapes?” could be answered.
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In order to get the community more involved 
into the design process, the instrument could 
be useful to improve interaction between dif-
ferent types of users of public space. In this case, 
professionals, scientists and laymen can com-
municate on the same level concerning specific 
green elements. Because everybody uses the 
same categories of green, it improves interaction 
between people concerning (design of) public 
space and green in particular. By using the same 
terms, an instrument  that engages citizens in the 
evaluation process of green space has become 
available Besides improvement of communica-
tion and integration of citizens into the proces, 
the use of this tool can provide urban designers 
information about the green elements present at 
a location. With additional information about the 
(health and restorative) effect of specific green 
elements, the instrument can be used to opti-
mize design with restorative qualities. Important 
to notice in this case, is that additional research 
to ‘perceived restorative qualities’ of a location 
and its green elements is an important aspect 
when using the instrument. This could result 

in the addition of green elements that lead to 
positive restorative effects. With this conclusion, 
the secondary question “In what way can the 
instrument be used to upgrade the (design of) 
public space?” could be answered.

Neighborhood survey  
The developed instrument is used to do an inven-
tory in Gestel and Woensel, two neighborhoods 
in Eindhoven. This inventory resulted in a dataset 
containing all present green elements at these 
locations. In addition to the development and 
use of the instrument, a neighborhood survey 
is conducted in order to investigate inhabitants’ 
memory concerning greenscapes and the pos-
sible relationship between the presence of green 
and the restorative quality of the location. Using 
an online questionnaire, inhabitants were asked 
about the perceived restorative qualities of a 
location and their opinion about the green set-
ting and green elements of the location. These 
questions are (partly) based on the ‘Perceived 
Restorative Scale’ (Hartig et al., 1996; Hartig et 

Figure 6.1 - Conceptual model for analyzing relations between the different datasets

Physical characteristics / elements 
of urban greenscape

Memory of urban greenscape;
‘How do people describe green’

Stress Reduction

Evaluation of urban greenscape;
‘How do people experience/valuate’

A
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the presence of trees and perceived restora-
tion. When analyzing relationship C (between 
factual amount of green elements and people’s 
memory) some weak correlations can be found 
between the factual amount of trees, shrubs and 
of low vegetation and the estimated amount of 
these elements. 

It can be seen that green has a positive influ-
ence on perception of a location, but it is hard 
to generalize the results. No specific effects of 
green elements or typical reactions to “speci-
fic greenscapes” can be found. This can only 
answer the secondary question “How do peo-
ple perceive greenscapes?”  partly.   
Also, there can be seen that people find it very 
hard to estimate size and square meters and do 
not remember exact amounts of green elements. 
Unfortunately, possibly due the small number of 
respondents, it cannot be concluded that estima-
tions are somehow related to the factual amount 
of green elements present at the location. With 
these results, the secondary question “How 
do people remember the urban greenscape, 
compared with what is actually there?” can be 
answered in general.

al., 1997). In addition to the dataset gathered 
with the use of the instrument, this survey led 
to two more datasets, concerning a dataset with 
information about ‘perceived restorative quali-
ties of a location’ and a second dataset containing 
‘peoples memory concerning green’. Using these 
three datasets, relationships between memories 
concerning green, factual amount of green and 
‘perceived restorative qualities’ could be analy-
zed.  

 
Results of analyses  
As shown in figure 6.1, three relationships 
between the datasets can be analyzed. In general, 
when analyzing relationships A, B & C, a mode-
rate number of correlations were found. Looking 
to relationship A (between people’s memory and 
perceived restoration), general appreciation of a 
location and general appreciation of green can 
be correlated with perceived restoration. This 
corresponds with literature, where it is stated 
that presence of green has a positive influence 
on restoration. Regarding to relationship B 
(between perceived restoration and factual 
amount of green elements) strong correlations 
between the factual amount of green elements 
and the PR-statements cannot be found. So, 
despite of the fact that a correlation between 
‘general appreciation of green’ and perceived 
restoration is found, correlation between spe-
cific green elements and perceived restoration 
cannot be found. This means that, different than 
expected from literature, there cannot be found 
any evidence for a (strong) relationship between 
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6.2 Recommendations

For the further development of the instrument, 
it should be taken into account that most people 
find it very hard to estimate amounts, lengths 
and square meters. It is important to be clear 
about the boundaries of the setting. This could 
be done, for example, with the use of a clear 
description of the boundaries including a small 
map. The participants should be guided with 
references (like the average size of a car, the 
width of a average street or the dimensions of a 
soccer field). 

Regarding the online questionnaire, two remarks 
should be made. It should be noted that both the 
small number of participants and the unclear 
boundaries of some locations possibly influenced 
the results negatively. The fact that for quite 
some statements referring to the perceived res-
toration no relation with specific green elements 
could be found might have to do with the small 
sample size. When more participants could be 
mobilized to participate, more relations may 
be found. This could be done with the help of 
the municipality or some local (neighborhood)
organizations. Besides this, including more 
diverse streets may improve the results as well 
because a larger number of green settings could 
be analyzed.

Altogether the developed instrument could lead 
to better communication, evaluation and (re)-
design concerning urban greenscapes. Because a 
categorization of green elements is introduced 
that is useful for both professionals and laymen, 

the communication about “the green in public 
space” is taken to a next level. Besides better 
communication, a step is taken in the evaluation 
of the effects specific green elements could have 
on restoration (and general health and well-
being). The results of the survey could be a useful 
starting point for further research, related to the 
restorative effect of specific green elements.
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